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Abstract

This thesis discusses BPS monopoles in hyperbolic space and BPS vortices in

the presence of magnetic impurities. We prove explicit formulae for the spec-

tral curve and rational map of a JNR-type hyperbolic monopole, and we use

these to study some Platonic examples as well as some new 1-parameter fam-

ilies analogous to Euclidean monopole scattering. Explicit fields and Braam-

Austin data for axial hyperbolic monopoles of a particular mass are derived

using a correspondence to 1-monopoles, and this data is deformed to give new

1-parameter families. Numerical techniques are used to study the effect of

magnetic impurities on vortices on a flat background. Analytic results for

vortices with magnetic impurities are found by adapting previous results on

vortices on the hyperbolic plane and the 2-sphere.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Overview of the thesis

This thesis focuses on two separate topics: hyperbolic monopoles and vortices

with magnetic impurities. The purpose of this Chapter is to provide back-

ground for the Chapters 3 and 4 on hyperbolic monopoles. The next Chapter

will set the scene for the work on vortices and impurities in Chapter 5 by giving

a brief introduction to vortices.

The first new results are presented in Chapter 3. In this Chapter we use

the JNR ansatz for instantons to find new hyperbolic monopole solutions. This

approach is shown to be very fruitful, and we present many explicit hyperbolic

analogues of Euclidean monopoles, as well as some new examples. The work in

Chapter 3 has been published as Hyperbolic monopoles, JNR data, and spectral

curves [BCS15].

Chapter 4 addresses the problem of finding hyperbolic monopole solutions

from a slightly different perspective. The work in this Chapter has been pub-

lished as the sole-author paper Symmetric hyperbolic monopoles [Coc14]. As

we will describe in this introductory Chapter, certain hyperbolic monopoles

are equivalent to matrices satisfying algebraic constraints. The approach of

Chapter 4 is to impose symmetry directly on these matrices. This gives many

new examples of hyperbolic monopoles, some of which are generalisations of

the examples presented in Chapter 3.

A way to introduce electric and magnetic impurities into the vortex La-

grangian while preserving a moduli space of solutions has recently been sug-

gested [TW14]. While electric impurities were thoroughly explored in [TW14],

1



2 1 Introduction

there remained some open questions regarding the effect of magnetic impuri-

ties on vortex solutions and dynamics. Chapter 5 answers some of these using

a combination of numerical and analytical techniques.

1.2 Instantons

Monopoles on both Euclidean and hyperbolic space are related to different

dimensional reductions of the instanton equations, so we begin with a review

of instantons before moving on to monopoles. Our exposition will draw both

from [MS04] and the original papers.

We start with the Yang-Mills action on Euclidean R4 for an SU(2)-connection

defined by the 1-form gauge potential A, which is

S = −1

8

∫
R4

Tr(F ∧ ∗F ), (1.1)

where F = dA+A∧A is the curvature of A. Applying an argument of a type

due to Bogomolny gives:

S = ±1

8

∫
R4

Tr(F ∧ F )− 1

16

∫
R4

Tr((F ± ∗F ) ∧ ∗(F ± ∗F )). (1.2)

The second term is positive definite, which implies that the action is bounded

below by the first term. The second Chern class I of the connection A is given

by the integral formula

I = − 1

8π2

∫
R4

Tr(F ∧ F ),

so we have the topological lower bound

S ≥ π2|I|.

We are interested in field configurations minimising S, and we see from (1.2)

that this inequality is saturated if and only if

F = ± ∗ F. (1.3)

These are the famous self-dual Yang-Mills equations (SDYM), and a finite

action solution to these is called an instanton. The Yang-Mills equations origi-

nated in quantum field theory, where they describe quantum tunnelling effects
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between topologically distinct vacua.

There has been an enormous amount of interest in solutions to SDYM and

its dimensional reductions since they were introduced. A natural first question

is to ask how many distinct instanton solutions there are for each I. Index

theorems by Atiyah, Hitchin, and Singer [AHS77] and Schwartz [Sch77] show

that the number of parameters needed to specify an I-instanton solution up

to gauge equivalence is 8I. The space of gauge-equivalent instanton solutions

is called the moduli space.

The first explicit solution was the 1-instanton found by Belavin et al.

[BPST75]. The BPST instanton is spherically-symmetric with action den-

sity localised around the centre of the sphere (these configurations were called

‘pseudoparticles’ in the older physical literature). There are 8 parameters de-

scribing a BPST instanton: 4 give the spatial position, 1 is an overall scale,

and 3 give the orientation in the gauge group SU(2), so dimension counting

suggests that every 1-instanton is a BPST instanton, and in fact this is the

case. For I > 1, the configuration generically resembles a superposition of

I BPST instantons, each with 8 parameters describing position, scale, and

gauge orientation, but this interpretation breaks down if the separation of the

instantons is of the same order as their scale.

The BPST instanton was later shown to be a special case of a more general

ansatz due to Corrigan, Fairlie, and ’t Hooft [tH] [CF77]. In coordinates, the

Corrigan-Fairlie-’t Hooft (CF’tH) ansatz is

Aµ =
i

2
σµν∂ν log ρ, (1.4)

where σi4 = τi, σij = εijkτk, and τi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the Pauli matrices. In-

serting this ansatz into (1.3) gives the condition that the ‘superpotential’ ρ be

harmonic. A family of I-vortex solutions is given by

ρ = 1 +
I∑
j=1

λ2
j

|x− γj|2
, (1.5)

where the weights {λj} are positive real numbers and the poles {γj} are points

in R4. The apparent singularities at the poles are only an artefact of the gauge

choice, and all gauge-invariant quantities are smooth. Naively this space of

solutions is parametrised by 5I + 3 real numbers (after including global SU(2)

orientations), and in fact different values of the parameters do lead to gauge-

inequivalent solutions.
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A fundamental feature of the SDYM equations, which we shall make use of

at several points throughout this introduction, is their conformal invariance.

This property was used by Jackiw, Nohl and Rebbi [JNR77] to extend the

CF’tH ansatz by taking the superpotential

ρ =
I∑
j=0

λ2
j

|x− γj|2
. (1.6)

The logarithmic derivative in (1.4) removes one degree of freedom, so there are

5I + 7 independent parameters. In contrast to the CF’tH ansatz there is no

simple relation between the JNR parameters and the corresponding instanton.

If I = 1, 2 then the number of parameters in the JNR ansatz appears to exceed

the dimension of the moduli space, but it turns out that these extra parameters

correspond to gauge degrees of freedom. For I > 2 dimension counting implies

that there are other instanton solutions not obtainable from the JNR ansatz,

and we need more sophisticated methods to find these.

1.3 The ADHM construction

A major breakthrough in the study of instantons was made by Ward [War77],

who showed that instantons are in 1-1 correspondence with certain holomor-

phic bundles over the space of oriented lines in R4, called the twistor space. A

complete classification of these bundles was given by Atiyah et al. [AHDM78].

By choosing suitable coordinates one can show that these bundles are equiva-

lent to quaternionic matrices satisfying algebraic constraints, called the ADHM

data. This is the version of the ADHM construction we shall describe below.

We use an identification of R4 with the quaternions H, so that a point

x ∈ R4 is written as x1 + ix2 + jx3 + kx4. The ADHM data for a charge I

instanton is given by a pair of quaternionic matrices L and M , where L is

an I-component row vector, and M is a symmetric I × I matrix. These are

combined into

M̂ =

(
L

M

)
. (1.7)

The ADHM constraint is

M̂ †M̂ = RI , (1.8)
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where RI is a non-singular, real I × I matrix. The advantage of the ADHM

construction is that it replaces SDYM with a non-linear algebraic system, which

is easier to solve than a complicated set of PDEs.

Note that there is a redundancy in the ADHM data

M̂ →

(
q 0

0 O

)
M̂O−1, (1.9)

where q is a unit quaternion and O ∈ O(I). A count of the free parameters

which includes this redundancy and the constraint (1.8) gives the expected

dimension of the moduli space 8I.

To find the gauge field, one constructs the ADHM operator

∆(x) =

(
L

M

)
−

(
0

1I

)
x. (1.10)

One then needs to find an (I + 1)-component column vector Ψ with Ψ†Ψ = 1

that solves

Ψ†∆(x) = 0.

The gauge potential is given by

Aµ = Ψ†∂µΨ,

where the pure quaternion is regarded as an element of su(2).

The ADHM constraints are more tractable than the SDYM equations, but

they are still difficult and the general solution is not known. We can easily

obtain a family of solutions by setting M to be diagonal and the elements of

L to be positive and real, and it turns out that this is equivalent to the CF’tH

ansatz. The i-th diagonal entry in M will be a pole in the CF’tH ansatz

with weight Li. Instanton solutions outside the ’t Hooft/JNR ansätze have

been found by completely solving for the ADHM constraints in the I = 3 case

[CWS78] [KS83] or by imposing discrete symmetries acting in both 3 [SS99]

and 4 [AS13] dimensions.
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1.4 Magnetic monopoles

In this Section we review BPS monopoles, which are the major focus of this

thesis. Dirac was the first to realise that magnetic monopoles could be sensi-

bly introduced into electromagnetism, and that their charge has a topological

nature [Dir31]. A non-zero magnetic charge would seem to rule out the exis-

tence of an electromagnetic gauge potential, but Dirac realised that the gauge

potential need only be defined on local patches related by a gauge transfor-

mation on the overlap. The requirement that this gauge transformation be

single-valued translates into a quantization condition for the magnetic charge.

In mathematical terms, the gauge potential for a Dirac monopole corresponds

to a connection on a principal U(1)-bundle over R3 \{0} with non-zero degree.

In the 70’s ’t Hooft and Polyakov discovered that magnetic monopoles occur

in non-abelian Yang-Mills-Higgs theories and that unlike the Dirac monopole,

which necessarily has a singularity, these solutions are completely smooth.

The instantons of the previous Section are usually considered to be static

objects, but for monopoles we are ultimately interested in their dynamics in

theories with a time direction. The Yang-Mills-Higgs action on R1,3 with

metric (1,−1,−1,−1) is

S =

∫ (
1

8
Tr(FµνF

µν)− 1

4
Tr(DµΦDµΦ) +

λ

4
(1− ||Φ||2)2

)
d4x (1.11)

Here Φ is an adjoint scalar Higgs field valued in su(2) and F is the curvature

of an SU(2)-connection A.

The Lagrangian L =
∫
L d3x can be split into kinetic and potential terms

L = T − V where

T =

∫ (
−1

4
Tr(Fi0Fi0)− 1

4
Tr(D0ΦD0Φ)

)
d3x, (1.12)

and

V =

∫ (
−1

8
Tr(FijFij)−

1

4
Tr(DiΦDiΦ) +

λ

4
(1− ||Φ||2)2

)
d3x. (1.13)

where ||Φ||2 = −1
2
Tr(Φ2). Ideally we would like to find the general solution of

the second-order field equations coming from the variation of (1.11), but this is

currently beyond analytical and numerical techniques. The first progress was

made by ’t Hooft and Polyakov, who gave numerical evidence of the existence
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of a spherically-symmetric static solution minimising the potential (1.13) for

all λ ≥ 0. The interpretation of minimisers of V as magnetic monopoles comes

from considering the projection f = −1
2
Tr(FΦ)/||Φ|| of the curvature in the

direction of the Higgs field. Away from the monopole core the spatial part of

this tensor exponentially approaches the field due to a magnetic point source.

Like the Dirac monopole, the charge of a non-abelian monopole has a topo-

logical nature which leads to its quantization. For physically reasonable solu-

tions we require finite V , which implies that ||Φ|| → 1 at spatial infinity. The

asymptotic value of Φ along oriented lines through the origin therefore defines

a map of of 2-spheres from the space of directions in R3 to the 2-sphere of

unit-norm elements in su(2). The total magnetic charge g of the monopole,

defined as the flux of f through the 2-sphere at infinity, is related to the degree

N of this map by g = −2πN . Smooth variations of the fields cannot change

N , so the magnetic charge is conserved.

The most mathematically interesting case is when λ = 0, which is called

the BPS limit. The static Yang-Mills-Higgs energy functional is then

E =

∫
R3

E vol,

where

E vol = −1

4
Tr (F ∧ ∗F +DΦ ∧ ∗DΦ) . (1.14)

We retain the boundary condition that ||Φ|| → 1 at spatial infinity. In the

BPS limit we can again apply a Bogomolny argument:

− 1

4

∫
R3

Tr((F + ∗DΦ) ∧ ∗(F + ∗DΦ)− 2F ∧DΦ). (1.15)

Note that we can rewrite F ∧ DΦ = D(FΦ) because of the Bianchi identity

DF = 0. Furthermore Tr(D(FΦ)) = dTr(FΦ), and since Tr(FΦ) tends to the

abelian projection f at infinity, we have

1

2

∫
R3

Tr(F ∧DΦ) =

∫
S2
∞

f

by Stokes’ theorem. The first term of (1.15) is positive, so we have the in-

equality

E ≥ 2πN,
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where N is the winding number of the Higgs field at infinity. This bound is

saturated if and only if the Bogomolny equation

∗ F = DΦ (1.16)

is satisfied. Note that for solutions of the Bogomolny equation the asymptotic

length of the Higgs field will have the form

||Φ|| = 1− N

2r
+O(r−2).

We will also need Ward’s formula [War82] for the energy density of BPS mo-

nopoles

E =
1

2
∇2||Φ||2. (1.17)

To derive this formula first note that for solutions of the Bogomolny equation

both terms in (1.14) are equal, so E vol = −1
2
Tr(DΦ ∧ ∗DΦ). The Bianchi

identity and the Bogomolny equation imply that D ∗DΦ = DF = 0, and we

have

−1

2
Tr(DΦ ∧ ∗DΦ) = −1

2
Tr(D(Φ ∗DΦ)) = d(−1

2
Tr(Φ ∗DΦ)) = −1

2
d ∗ d||Φ||2

which proves Ward’s formula (1.17) since ∇2 = − ∗ d ∗ d for functions on

3-manifolds.

Much of this thesis is ultimately motivated by the difficulty of solving the

Bogomolny equation (1.16), which is far harder than SDYM. The dimension

of the moduli space can be determined by index theorems to be 4N [Wei79b];

the interpretation is that, for each monopole, three moduli specify a position

and one specifies a phase. Despite the fact that the space of solutions is known

to be very large, only a few explicit ones are known. The first solution to be

discovered was the N = 1 monopole by Prasad and Sommerfeld [PS75]. Their

spherically-symmetric ansatz for the fields is

Aai =
p(r)− 1

2r2
εiakx

k and Φa =
q(r)xa

r
. (1.18)

The resulting pair of ODEs has solution

p(r) = coth 2r − 1

2r

q(r) =
2r

sinh 2r
.
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The Prasad-Sommerfeld solution illustrates that even in the charge 1 sector

monopole solutions are more complicated than instantons: the magnitude

of the Higgs field involves a hyperbolic function of the spatial coordinates,

while for instantons the ADHM construction implies that all gauge-invariant

quantities can be given by rational functions. It turns out that there are no

spherically-symmetric monopole solutions for N > 1 [WG76]. An explicit con-

struction of an axial N = 2 monopole was given by Ward [War82] using twistor

methods and later Prasad gave a general construction of axial monopoles of

arbitrary charge [Pra81]. One of the first attempts to solve the Bogomolny

equation was to exploit the fact that the Bogomolny equation (1.16) is related

to the SDYM equations by dimensionally reducing in the x4-direction and set-

ting A4 = Φ, but initially only the Prasad-Sommmerfeld monopole could be

rederived in this way [Man78].

Static monopole solutions are of course interesting in their own right, but an

additional important motivation comes from a conjecture of Manton [Man82]

that the geometry of the moduli space determines the low-energy monopole

dynamics. In Manton’s approximation, slow-moving monopoles are assumed

to be close to static solutions so that the potential term (1.13) can be taken to

be constant, and the dynamics are determined by the kinetic term (1.12). If we

work in the gauge A0 = 0 then this term is simply the standard L2 norm of the

tangent vector (Φ̇, Ȧµ) to the configuration space at the point (Φ, Aµ). Since

we are supposing that the evolution of the system stays close to the moduli

space, this suggests that the dynamics should be governed by the standard L2

metric on the moduli space, and the evolution of systems of monopoles should

correspond to a geodesic of this metric. Stuart has proved this approximation

rigorously for vortices [Stu94a] and monopoles [Stu94b]. We will give more

details on the moduli space approximation in the case of vortices in Chapter

2.

The difficulty of solving the Bogomolny equation means that progress in

finding metrics and geodesics has had to be rather indirect. Atiyah and Hitchin

were able to find the metric on the 2-monopole moduli space just from its sym-

metry properties, while for higher charge monopoles some interesting geodesics

have been obtained as fixed point sets of discrete symmetries acting on the

moduli space. Many of these geodesics were found using certain correspon-

dences between monopoles and other kinds of data, which we outline in the

next Section.
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1.5 The Nahm transform, spectral curves,

and rational maps

Despite the lack of explicit monopole solutions we can extract a lot of infor-

mation about the structure of the moduli space and the qualitative nature

of some solutions via a number of different correspondences. The next few

Sections contain a brief review of these.

1.5.1 The Nahm transform

Probably the most useful method for constructing solutions is Nahm’s exten-

sion of the ADHM construction to monopoles [Nah80]. Just as for instantons,

the construction is a 1−1 correspondence between solutions to the Bogomolny

equation and solutions to a simpler system, which in this case is a triplet of an-

tihermitian N ×N matrices depending on a parameter s ∈ [−1, 1] and solving

the Nahm equation
dTi
ds

=
1

2
εijk[Tj(s), Tk(s)], (1.19)

as well as the conditions:

1. Ti(−s) = T ti (s);

2. The Ti must be regular on (−1, 1), but have simple poles as s → ±1.

The residues Ri at the endpoints must form an irreducible representation

of su(2).

The fact that the Nahm equations are a set of ODEs makes them easier

to solve than the Bogomolny equations. However, the Nahm equations are

non-linear and still very difficult to solve, although some solutions which also

satisfy conditions 1 and 2 have been found. The Nahm data corresponding

to the Prasad-Sommerfeld 1-monopole is simply Ti = 0. Other non-trivial

solutions have been found by imposing discrete Platonic symmetries, which

gives algebraic constraints on the Nahm data [HMM95] [HS96c] [HS96b]. Even

if one has a solution to the Nahm equations, performing the inverse transform

to obtain the fields is also difficult and must usually be done numerically.

The Nahm transform and the ADHM construction fit into a general, un-

finished mathematical programme of finding transforms for spaces of solutions

to self-duality equations on different 4-manifolds. From this point of view the

simplest version of the problem is to consider the self-duality equations on a
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4-torus, which we can think of as the quotient of R4 by the action of a lattice

group Λ. The Nahm transform will map a solution of SDYM on R4/Λ to a

solution on the dual torus (R4)∗/Λ∗ [BvB89]. SDYM on R4 can be considered

to be the limit in which all four radii are sent to infinity, and the ADHM con-

straints can be considered to be the dimensional reduction of SDYM to zero

dimensions. For monopoles three of the radii are taken to be infinite and one

is zero, and the Nahm equations are the dimensional reduction of SDYM to

one dimension.

1.5.2 Spectral curves

Hitchin introduced another correspondence between monopoles and an object

called the spectral curve. The spectral curve is a Riemann surface whose points

are defined to be the oriented lines γ along which Hitchin’s scattering equation

(Dγ − iΦ)v = 0 (1.20)

has a normalisable solution. The set of oriented lines in R3, called the mini-

twistor space, has a natural complex manifold structure: to see this, note that

we can specify an oriented line uniquely by giving a unit vector v̂ ∈ R3 and

a point on the plane perpendicular to v̂ that the line passes through. This

is precisely the same as choosing a point in the tangent bundle to CP1, and

it turns out that the spectral curve is a complex curve in TCP1. Roughly

speaking the points in the spectral curve are the lines passing through the

monopole cores, and for multi-monopoles this interpretation improves as the

distance between the monopoles increases. For a 1-monopole this is a precisely

true statement, and the spectral curve is the set of lines passing through the

centre of the monopole, called the ‘star’ at that point.

Hitchin has given a set of conditions for a complex submanifold of TCP1 to

be the spectral curve corresponding to some monopole [Hit82]. Showing that a

given curve satisfies Hitchin’s constraints is difficult, but we can obtain explicit

spectral curves using a connection to Nahm data. The Nahm equations can

be written in Lax form
dT

ds
= [T, T+]
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where

T = T1 + iT2 − 2iT3ξ + (T1 − iT2)ξ2

T+ = −iT 3 + (T1 − iT2)ξ,

and ξ is a complex parameter. The existence of this Lax pair implies that the

Nahm equations are integrable, and that the characteristic equation

P (ξ, ψ) := det(ψ1N + T ) = 0 (1.21)

is the same for all values of s. If we identify the parameters (ξ, ψ) with coor-

dinates on TCP1 so that ξ is a complex coordinate on the 2-sphere and ψ is

a suitably normalised coordinate on the tangent plane at ξ, then the spectral

curve is given by the polynomial (1.21).

Rotations around the origin of R3 act naturally on the spectral curve,

which makes the spectral curve particularly convenient for analysing these

symmetries. Another use of the spectral curve is to determine the asymptotic

behaviour of submanifolds of the moduli space; if the spectral curve tends

to a product as we vary a modulus then we can deduce that the asymptotic

configuration consists of well-separated clusters of monopoles.

1.5.3 Rational maps

Another useful correspondence for monopoles was proved by Donaldson, who

showed that there is a correspondence between the N -monopole moduli space

and the space of based degree N rational maps from the 2-sphere to itself

[Don84]. The correspondence is a bijection up to an overall phase for the

rational map.

Defining the Donaldson rational map requires a choice of direction in R3,

which is normally taken to be the positive x3-direction. One then considers

the scattering equation (1.20) in this direction. Generic solutions will grow

exponentially as x3 → ±∞, but it turns out that there is always a solution

that decays exponentially as x3 → ∞, and that this solution is unique up

to a multiplicative constant. If we choose a gauge where Φ(0, 0, x3) → τ3 as

x3 →∞ then as x3 → −∞ this solution will have the asymptotic form

a

(
1

0

)
|x3|N/2e−x3 + b

(
0

1

)
|x3|−N/2ex3 .
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We define a map R : C→ C by

R(z, z̄) =
b(z, z̄)

a(z, z̄)
,

where z = x1 + ix2 is the point where the line intersects with the x1x2-plane.

Note that

[Dz̄, D3 − iΦ] = 0,

and so the uniqueness of our solution to the scattering equation implies that

Dz̄R = 0. In this gauge Dz̄ approaches ∂z̄ as x3 → −∞, so R is meromorphic.

The boundary condition on Φ implies that we can compactify the x1x2-plane

with a point at infinity, so we can interpret R as a function on CP1. R must

therefore take the form

R(z) =
p(z)

q(z)
.

The poles ofR correspond to lines in the x3 direction which have a normalisable

solution as x3 → ±∞, and these are precisely the spectral lines in the x3

direction. This shows that the denominator of R can be obtained from the

spectral curve P (ξ, ψ) = 0 by q(ψ) = P (0, ψ), so deg q = N . The basing

condition is R(∞) = 0, which implies that deg p < N .

The choice of a direction in the construction of the Donaldson rational

map breaks the natural symmetry of R3, and it is not known how the Donald-

son rational maps associated with different choices of direction are related to

each other. This means that the Donaldson rational map is not convenient for

analysing rotational symmetries, apart from subgroups of the unbroken SO(2)

rotation group around the x3-axis. Jarvis constructed a rational map more

adapted to the rotational symmetries of R3 [Jar00]. To define the Jarvis ratio-

nal map one chooses a basepoint in R3 and considers the scattering equation

(1.20) along all half-lines terminating at that point. An analysis of the decay

properties of the solutions yields a rational map of 2-spheres in a similar way

to the Donaldson rational map.

The Jarvis rational mapR corresponding to a given monopole is not unique;

acting with a Möbius transformation on the target CP1 gives a rational map

corresponding to the same monopole. This means that the monopole will be

symmetric under some rotational symmetry group K ⊂ SO(3) if to each k ∈ K
there corresponds a Möbius transformation Mk with

R(k(z)) = MkR(z)
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in such a way that the map k →Mk is a homomorphism from K to the group

of Möbius transformations of the Riemann sphere.

A point that should be emphasized is that despite the variety of corre-

spondences for monopoles, there are very few explicit examples of any of them

corresponding to a given monopole. As we shall see in Chapters 3 and 4, this

situation can be improved by moving to a hyperbolic space background.

1.6 Hyperbolic monopoles

The Bogomolny equation (1.16) makes sense on any Riemannian manifold,

with the metric entering through the Hodge star operator. The Bogomolny

equation is only integrable on spaces of constant curvature, and these are

Euclidean space, hyperbolic space, and the 3-sphere (and their quotients). We

will focus on hyperbolic space of curvature −1. In the ball model the metric is

ds2(H3) =
4(dX2

1 + dX2
2 + dX2

3 )

(1−R2)2
, (1.22)

where R2 = X2
1 + X2

2 + X2
3 and R < 1. We will also use the half-space model

with metric

ds2(H3) =
1

r2
(dx2

1 + dx2
2 + dr2). (1.23)

The two models are related by the conformal transformation

x1 + ix2 =
2X1 + 2iX2

1 +R2 − 2X3

, r =
1−R2

1 +R2 − 2X3

. (1.24)

Just as for Euclidean monopoles we need to set the magnitude of the Higgs

field to be constant on the boundary, so in the ball model we require

lim
|X|→1

||Φ(X)|| = p,

where p is a positive constant called the Higgs mass. In the ball model the

Higgs field again defines a map of 2-spheres Φ|R=1 : S2 7→ S2, and the degree

N determines the number of localised lumps of energy in a generic solution.

The dimension of the moduli space is also 4N .

In Euclidean space the freedom to rescale the spatial coordinates means

that all Higgs masses are physically equivalent, but in hyperbolic space a rescal-

ing of the Higgs mass p → λp is equivalent to a rescaling of the curvature K

of hyperbolic space K → K/λ2. We shall consider the background metric
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to be fixed so that the Higgs mass becomes a modulus. Another important

difference from Euclidean monopoles is that the decay conditions imply that

the projection f of the gauge field in the Higgs direction defines a non-trivial

abelian connection f∞ on the boundary. In the Euclidean case, only the charge

of the monopole can be detected from the connection at infinity.

The study of hyperbolic monopoles was initiated by Atiyah [Ati84], who

proved results for hyperbolic monopoles similar to those for Euclidean mono-

poles described in the previous Section. In particular, there is a correspondence

to spectral curves and rational maps of Donaldson type. The spectral curve

can again be defined as the set of oriented geodesics along which the scattering

equation (1.20) has a normalisable solution.

The space of oriented geodesics in H3, called the twistor space, has a nat-

ural complex manifold structure. Oriented geodesics in hyperbolic space are

determined by their endpoints on ∂H3 ∼= CP1, and we will choose coordinates

so that (η, ζ) represents the oriented geodesic starting at η̂ = −1/η and ending

at ζ. Geodesics cannot start and end at the same point, so the true twistor

space is CP1 ×CP1 \∆, where ∆ = (η, η̂) is the antidiagonal. In these coor-

dinates the spectral curve corresponding to a monopole of degree N will take

the form

P (η, ζ) =
N∑

i=0,j=0

cijη
iζj = 0. (1.25)

Just as for Euclidean monopoles, Atiyah proved that there is a set of constraints

that a Riemann surface must satisfy in order to qualify as the spectral curve

corresponding to some monopole. The spectral curve of a 1-monopole in the

ball model at the point (X1, X2, X3) is again the star or set of geodesics through

the centre of the monopole, which is given by

2ηζ(X1 − iX2) + ζ(1 +R2 −X3)− η(1 +R2 +X3)− 2(X1 + iX2) = 0, (1.26)

and in the half-space model this is

ηζ(x1 − ix2) + ζ − η(x2
1 + x2

2 + r2)− (x1 + ix2) = 0. (1.27)

Norbury and Romao have made progress in understanding the hyperbolic

monopole moduli space using spectral curves [NR07].

Atiyah also proved an analogue of the Donaldson rational map for hyper-

bolic monopoles. Instead of choosing a direction, one considers solutions to

the Hitchin scattering equation along geodesics starting at some basepoint on
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the boundary, which we choose to be the north pole η̂ = ∞. Along each of

these geodesics there is a solution decaying at the η̂ = ∞ end, and this solu-

tion is unique up a scalar multiple. We define R(z, z̄) to be the ratio of the

decaying to the growing component at the ζ = z end. R again turns out to be

meromorphic in z and we have a rational map of Riemann spheres of degree

N . R is based in the sense that R(∞) = 0 and the denominator is equal, up

to a constant multiple, to P (0, z).

Jarvis and Norbury adapted the Jarvis rational map for Euclidean mono-

poles to a hyperbolic background in [JN97]. Their motivation for this was to

investigate the behaviour of the moduli space as the Higgs mass varies. Atiyah

conjectured that in the Euclidean limit p→∞ the moduli space of Euclidean

monopoles should be recovered. Jarvis and Norbury proved that if one fixes a

rational map and takes the Euclidean limit then the corresponding family of

hyperbolic monopoles tends to the corresponding Euclidean monopole, proving

Atiyah’s conjecture.

In addition to spectral curves and rational maps, hyperbolic monopoles

possess a correspondence to another type of holomorphic object that is not

available to Euclidean monopoles. Murray, Norbury, and Singer have shown

that every monopole of charge N is equivalent to a holomorphic embedding

q : CP1 → CPN unique up to the action of U(N + 1) on its image [MNS01].

An important property of this ‘holomorphic sphere’, proved in [MNS01], is

that the connection at infinity is given by f∞ = q∗ω, where ω is the standard

Kähler form on CPN (the form associated to the Fubini-Study metric, which

we shall make use of in a different context in Section 5.3). This has the impor-

tant consequence that a hyperbolic monopole is determined by f∞. Another

property of the holomorphic sphere is that, in a sense, it ties together all the

Donaldson rational maps defined at different basepoints: if Rη is the rational

map defined using the basepoint η, then

Rη = πη ◦ q,

where πη is the projection onto a unique line Lη ⊂ CPN that contains q(η),

although it is not known how to determine the line intrinsically from q.

At first sight it might appear that the only motivation for studying hy-

perbolic monopoles is their rich mathematical structure, but it turns out that

in certain circumstances they are much simpler than their Euclidean counter-

parts. This is because of a connection between circle-invariant instantons and
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hyperbolic monopoles. To see this, first note that R4 \R2 and H3 × S1 with

the standard metrics are conformally equivalent:

dx2
1 + dx2

2 + dx2
3 + dx2

4 = dx2
1 + dx2

2 + dr2 + r2dχ2 (1.28)

= r2

(
1

r2
(dx2

1 + dx2
2 + dr2) + dχ2

)
,

where we have set (x3, x4) = (r cosχ, r sinχ). The conformal invariance of

SDYM means that if an instanton is invariant under rotations in the χ direc-

tion then we can obtain a solution to the hyperbolic Bogomolny equation by

dimensionally reducing in the χ direction and setting Φ = Aχ. The mass p of

the monopole so obtained will necessarily be a half-integer, and the monopole

charge is related to the instanton charge by I = 2pN . We described a variety of

techniques to find explicit instanton solutions in Section (1.2), and in Chapters

3 and 4 we will adapt these to the circle-invariant case in order to find explicit

hyperbolic monopole solutions, spectral curves, and rational maps. All of our

new solutions will be in the simplest case p = 1/2, for which the instanton and

monopole charges are equal.

1.7 The Braam-Austin construction

The existence of a Nahm transform for general hyperbolic monopoles is an

open question, but from the discussion above we know that monopoles with

half-integer mass must correspond to circle-invariant ADHM data. Braam and

Austin analysed the circle-equivariant ADHM construction in detail [BA90]

and showed that the ADHM data breaks up into a set of difference equations

defined on a lattice with 2p sites.

To simplify our presentation of the Braam-Austin system we will follow

[BA90] and restrict to 2p odd. For a monopole of charge N , the data consists

of complex N ×N matrices βi, γi, and an N -row vector v. The βi are defined

on the even lattice points i ∈ {−2p + 1,−2p + 3, . . . , 2p − 1}, and the γi are

defined on the odd lattice points i ∈ {−2p+ 2,−2p+ 4, . . . , 2p− 2}. This data
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must satisfy the Braam-Austin equations

γi − γt−i = 0 (1.29)

βi − βt−i = 0 (1.30)

βi−1γi − γiβi+1 = 0 (1.31)

[β†i , βi] + γ†i−1γi−1 − γi+1γ
†
i+1 = 0 (1.32)

[β2p−1, β
†
2p−1] + vtv − γ†2p−2γ2p−2 = 0 (1.33)

The Braam-Austin equations have a gauge freedom. Suppose that gi is a

sequence of unitary matrices for i ∈ {−2p + 1,−2p + 3, . . . , 2p − 1} with

gi = g−i. Then it is easy to see that the gauge transformations

βi → giβig
−1
i

γi → gi−1γig
−1
i+1

v → vg−1
−2p+1

(1.34)

leave the Braam-Austin equations invariant. We also have the freedom to

multiply v by a unit norm complex number.

Solutions to the Braam-Austin equations correspond to a hyperbolic monopole

in the half-space model. The complete integrability of these equations was dis-

cussed by Murray and Singer in [MS00]. In particular they associate a spectral

curve to the evolution equations (1.29)-(1.32). This curve is given in terms of

the Braam-Austin data as

det(ηζ − η(γ†i−1γi−1 + β†i βi) + ζ − β†i ) = 0. (1.35)

If the boundary condition (1.33) is also satisfied then this spectral curve co-

incides with the one associated to the corresponding monopole via scattering

along geodesics. This is the hyperbolic analogue of the formula (1.21) for the

spectral curve of a Euclidean monopole in terms of its Nahm data. Note that

if we set γ2i+1 = 1
2
p1N + T3(2i+1

p
) and β2i = 1

2
(T1(2i

p
) + iT2(2i

p
)), then in the

Euclidean limit p→∞ we recover the Nahm equations.

For general p the Braam-Austin equations have proven to be even harder

to solve than the Nahm equations. The simplest case is N = 1. Here we can

use the gauge freedom to set βi = β and γi = γ = v independent of i, where

β is a complex number, and γ is a positive real number. (β, γ) can then be

interpreted as coordinates for the 1-monopole in the upper half-plane. Murray
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and Singer gave axial N = 2 solutions for all p in [MS00], and in [War99]

Ward gave the general solution to equations (1.29)-(1.32) for N = 2 and all p,

but without considering the boundary condition (1.33). Part of the problem

seems to be that the Braam-Austin construction is adapted to the half-space

model of hyperbolic space where rotational symmetries do not act naturally,

so one cannot impose Platonic symmetries as easily as in the Euclidean case

to construct higher charge monopoles.

The exception to this is when p = 1/2. In this case the Braam-Austin

data just consists of a single complex matrix β and a complex row vector v.

If we identify these with standard form ADHM data: L = v, M = β, then

the Braam-Austin conditions become the usual ADHM constraints (1.8). For

ADHM data of this form the spectral curve formula (1.35) becomes:

det
(
ηζM † + ζ − ηM̂ †M̂ −M

)
= 0. (1.36)

Braam and Austin also gave a general formula for the rational map [BA90] in

terms of Braam-Austin data, which in this case is

R(z) = L(z −M)−1Lt. (1.37)

1.8 Geometry of the hyperbolic monopole

moduli space

The geodesic approximation is not available for hyperbolic monopoles because

the usual metric defined using the overlap of zero modes is divergent. Nev-

ertheless the moduli space of hyperbolic monopoles has been shown to pos-

sess interesting geometric structure. Hyperbolic monopoles are defined by the

connection they induce on the boundary, and the L2 metric on this space is

well-defined. This is the metric we shall consider in Section 3.5.

Hitchin has derived a family of four-dimensional self-dual Einstein metrics

parametrised by an integer k ≥ 3 [Hit96] and showed that for k > 4 these

are also natural metrics on the moduli space of centred 2-monopoles with

p = (k − 4)/4. More recently Bielawski and Schwachhöfer, following earlier

work of Nash [Nas07], showed that the hyperbolic monopole moduli space has

a new kind of geometry they call ‘pluricomplex’, and Figueroa-O’Farrill and

Gharamti have shown [FOG14] that this geometry can be understood as a
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consequence of supersymmetry. The relationship of all these constructions to

hyperbolic monopole dynamics is an interesting open question.
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Introduction to vortices

The purpose of this Chapter is to review previous work on vortices in order to

introduce chapter 5, which is independent of the work on hyperbolic monopoles

of chapters 3 and 4.

The standard action for vortices is:∫ (
−1

4
FµνF

µν +
1

2
DµφD

µφ− λ

8
(1− |φ|2)2

)
d3x, (2.1)

where φ is a complex scalar field coupled to a U(1) gauge field Aµ, Dµφ =

(∂µ − iAµ)φ is the covariant derivative and the gauge field strength is Fµν =

∂µAν − ∂νAµ. The coupling λ is taken to be positive to ensure that the energy

is bounded below. The signature of the metric is taken to be (1,−1,−1).

If we impose the equation of motion associated with the gauge choice A0 = 0

as a constraint:

∂iȦi +
i

2
(φ̄φ̇− φ ˙̄φ) = 0, (2.2)

then the Lagrangian can then be written in terms of kinetic and potential

energies as L = T − V , where (for i = 1, 2):

T =
1

2

∫ (
|φ̇|2 + ȦiȦi

)
d2x, (2.3)

V =
1

2

∫ (
DiφDiφ+B2 +

λ

4
(|φ|2 − 1)2

)
d2x, (2.4)

and the total conserved energy is E = T + V . We are interested in solutions

to the second order field equations coming from the variation of the action

(2.1), and as for monopoles the simplest first step is to consider static fields

minimising the potential energy (2.4). It is quite straightforward to numerically

21
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solve the field equations coming from (2.4) by choosing an axial ansatz for the

fields, and the solution resembles a localised lump of energy. Note that finite

energy requires that |φ| → 1 as |x| → ∞, defining a map φ|∞ : S1 → U(1).

The degree N of this map is related to the magnetic flux through the plane by

2πN =
∫
B d2x.

The coupling λ determines the qualitative behaviour of the vortex solutions:

if λ > 1 then the vortices repel, and if λ < 1 then the vortices attract. This

can be seen by investigating the stability properties of coincident N -vortex

solutions, which have been proved to exist for all λ > 0 [BC89]. The N -

vortex configuration has rigorously been shown to be unstable for λ > 1 and

stable for λ < 1 [GS00]. One can also obtain qualitative information on the

effect of λ by comparing the energy of a superposition of N well-separated

vortices with the coincident N -vortex configuration, or by making a point-

particle approximation of the vortices [Spe97].

The most mathematically interesting case is when λ = 1. For this value of

the coupling we can apply a standard Bogomolny argument to the potential

energy:

V =
1

2

∫ (
(D1 ± iD2)φ(D1 ± iD2)φ+

(
B ∓ 1

2
(1− |φ|2)

)2

±B

)
d2x,

implying the topological bound

E ≥
∣∣∣∣12
∫
B d2x

∣∣∣∣ = π|N |.

For N > 0, this bound is saturated when first-order vortex equations are

satisfied:

D1φ+ iD2φ = 0 (2.5)

B − 1

2
(1− |φ|2) = 0. (2.6)

The sign of N is reversed by a reflection, so we shall only consider the N > 0

case. In contrast to the Bogomolny equation, no non-trivial explicit solutions

to the vortex equations are known, even in the N = 1 sector.

Given how λ controls the qualitative behaviour of the vortices, one might

expect that when λ = 1 there are no static forces between vortices and that a

moduli space of solutions exists. Weinberg took the first step towards showing

this by proving that the number of linearised deformations around a given
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solution orthogonal to gauge orbits is 2N [Wei79a]. Taubes later proved [JT80]

that given N points {zr}1≤r≤N on R2 there does indeed exist a solution for

which φ vanishes precisely at the points zr, and that this solution is unique up

to gauge equivalence.

Taubes also made the important observation that we can rewrite (2.5) and

(2.6) as a single equation. If we define the gauge-invariant quantity f = log |φ|2,

then we can use (2.5) to solve for Aµ in terms of φ and substitute this expression

into (2.6) to obtain

∇2f + 1− ef = 4π
N∑
r=1

δ2(z − zr). (2.7)

The moduli space approximation can be applied to BPS vortices in the

same way as for BPS monopoles. To implement this we need to find tangent

vectors to the moduli space, which corresponds to finding solutions (δφ, δAi) to

the linearised version of (2.5) and (2.6). These solutions will only correspond

to a tangent vector to the space of field configurations solving the Bogomolny

equations; to make sure they represent a tangent vector to the moduli space

we also require that (δφ, δAi) be orthogonal to infinitesimal gauge orbits. The

inner product of an infinitesimal gauge transformation (iεφ, ∂iε) with (δφ, δAi)

is

1

2

∫ (
δAi∂iε−

i

2
ε(φ̄δφ− φδφ̄)

)
d2x = −1

2

∫ (
∂iδAi +

i

2
(φ̄δφ− φδφ̄)

)
ε d2x,

so we require that (δφ, δAi) satisfies Gauss’s law (2.2). The moduli space

metric is then given by

gab =

∫ (
δaAiδbAi + δaφδbφ̄+ δaφ̄δbφ

)
d2x. (2.8)

This moduli space metric for vortices was explored in detail by Samols

[Sam92] and Strachan [Str92] who showed that the integral (2.8) localises

around the vortex zeroes. If we expand f around a zero zr as

f = log |z − zr|2 + ar +
1

2

(
br(z − zr) + b̄r(z̄ − z̄r)

)
+ cr(z − zr)2

+ dr(z − zr)(z̄ − z̄r) + c̄r(z̄ − z̄r)2 + . . . (2.9)
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then Samols’ formula for the metric is

ds2 = π
N∑

r,s=1

(
δrs + 2

∂b̄s
∂zr

)
dzr dz̄s. (2.10)

Unfortunately the symmetry arguments used by Atiyah and Hitchin for the

2-monopole metric do not extend to the 2-vortex case. Samols was able to

calculate the metric (2.10) numerically for N = 2 and showed that the moduli

space approximation compares well with full numerical solutions of the second-

order field equations for vortex impact speeds up to around 0.4 of the speed of

light.

Analytic progress can be made by changing the background. The action

(2.1) makes sense on any background of the formX×R, whereX is an arbitrary

Riemann surface. At critical coupling we can apply a Bogomolny argument to

the static energy, and in isothermal coordinates for which the metric takes the

diagonal form ds2 = Ω(x1, x2)(dx2
1 + dx2

2), the resulting Bogomolny equations

are

D1φ+ iD2φ = 0 (2.11)

B − Ω

2
(1− |φ|2) = 0, (2.12)

and Samols’ formula generalises to

ds2 = π
N∑

r,s=1

(
Ω(zr)δrs + 2

∂b̄s
∂zr

)
dzr dz̄s. (2.13)

.

Witten showed that the vortex equations on a hyperbolic background of

curvature −1/2 are integrable [Wit76]. Witten’s motivation for solving this

system was to find instanton solutions. The vortex equations on this back-

ground are actually the dimensional reduction of the SDYM equations (1.3)

over a 2-sphere, a fact which relies on a conformal equivalence between R4\R1

and H2 × S2. By solving these hyperbolic vortex equations Witten was able

to give the first multi-instanton solutions. Strachan later used these solutions

to write down an explicit metric on the space of centred 2-vortices in [Str92].

Bradlow proved a simple obstruction to the existence of vortex solutions on

compact surfaces [Bra90]. Integrating the second Bogomolny equation (2.12)

over X gives the inequality

A ≥ 4πN. (2.14)
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This inequality is saturated when φ = 0 everywhere, and the interpretation is

that each vortex takes up area 4π. A particularly interesting case is when X

is a 2-sphere, which Baptista and Manton have analysed close to the Bradlow

bound. Baptista and Manton were able to give approximate vortex solutions

and moduli space metrics in this limit [BM03].

In Chapter 5 we will adapt the results on all these different backgrounds

to the introduction of magnetic impurities.





3

Hyperbolic monopoles from the

JNR ansatz

In Chapter 1 we described how hyperbolic monopoles of half-integer mass can

be obtained from circle-invariant instantons, and how instanton solutions can

be easily obtained from the JNR ansatz. This Chapter explores the hyperbolic

monopoles corresponding to circle-invariant JNR-type instantons. The idea is

simply to place the JNR poles on the fixed-point set of the circle action, which

corresponds to the boundary of hyperbolic space. The hyperbolic monopole

so obtained will have mass 1/2 and will inherit any symmetries enjoyed by the

configuration of poles. We will review this construction in Section 3.1 below.

[MS14] used this approach to give explicit expressions for the fields of var-

ious Platonic hyperbolic analogues of some well-known Euclidean monopoles

which are only known from their Nahm data, showing that in this sense the

p = 1/2 hyperbolic case is more tractable. In this Chapter we go further by

giving explicit Braam-Austin data for JNR-type monopoles in Section 3.2 as

well as proving simple formulae for the spectral curves and rational maps in

terms of the free JNR data. This allows us to present the spectral curves and

rational maps corresponding to previously given Platonic examples in Section

3.3, and in Section 3.4 we derive 1-parameter families of dihedrally-symmetric

hyperbolic monopoles, some of which are analogues of known geodesics in the

moduli space of Euclidean monopoles.

As we mentioned in the introduction, the L2-metric on the space of abelian

connections defined by hyperbolic monopoles on the boundary gives a finite

metric on the hyperbolic monopole moduli space. We will present an integral

formula for this metric on the space of JNR data in Section 3.5, and we will also

27
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verify that the moduli space metric for a 1-monopole is again hyperbolic space.

The 1-parameter families of this Chapter are geodesics of this metric, because

they are fixed point-sets of discrete group actions which are also symmetries

of the metric.

The results of this Chapter were published in the journal Nonlinearity with

the title Hyperbolic monopoles, JNR data, and spectral curves [BCS15]. My

own contributions consist of a proof of the rational map formula (3.15) and a

proof of the change of basis matrices in appendix A. The figures in this Chapter

are due to Paul Sutcliffe.

3.1 Hyperbolic monopoles from JNR data

The circle invariance of the instanton is obtained by placing all the JNR poles

in the plane r = 0, so that the superpotential (1.6) takes the form

ρ =
N∑
j=0

λ2
j

|x1 + ix2 − γj|2 + r2
, (3.1)

where the poles γj are complex constants. We can use the superpotential (3.1)

and the expression (1.4) for the gauge potential to obtain an explicit expression

for the Higgs field magnitude. Firstly

Aχ = σχµ∂µ log ρ

=
ir

2ρ

(
−(τ1 cosχ+ τ2 sinχ)

∂ρ

∂x1

+ (τ1 sinχ− τ2 cosχ)
∂ρ

∂x2

− τ3
∂ρ

∂r

)
.

To dimensionally reduce to H3 we must transform to a χ-independent gauge.

This is achieved by the gauge transformation A → gAg−1 − dgg−1 where g =

exp(iχτ3/2). Then

Aχ → gAχg
−1 − ∂χgg−1 = − ir

2ρ

(
τ1
∂ρ

∂x1

+ τ2
∂ρ

∂x2

+ τ3

(
∂ρ

∂r
+
ρ

r

))
,

from which the magnitude squared of the Higgs field Φ = Aχ can be read off:

||Φ||2 =
r2

4ρ2

((
∂ρ

∂x1

)2

+

(
∂ρ

∂x2

)2

+

(
ρ

r
+
∂ρ

∂r

)2)
. (3.2)

Taking the limit of this formula as r → 0 shows that p = 1/2 for JNR-type

monopoles. Ward’s formula (1.17) remains true on any background, since we
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derived it covariantly, so we can obtain the energy density by acting with the

Laplace-Beltrami operator on ||Φ||2. In coordinates this energy density is:

E =
1
√
g
∂i(
√
ggij∂j||Φ||2), (3.3)

where gij are the metric components and g = det gij.

The symmetries of a hyperbolic monopole are most readily seen in the ball

model, where the poles γj correspond to the Riemann sphere coordinates of

N + 1 points on the S2 boundary of H3. If the weights are chosen to be

λ2
j = 1 + |γj|2, (3.4)

then they are all equal after a conformal transformation to the unit ball model.

We shall refer to the choice (3.4) as canonical weights. For canonical weights

the symmetry of the set of points {γj}, regarded as points on the Riemann

sphere, is inherited as a symmetry of the hyperbolic monopole. This Riemann

sphere is the boundary of the unit ball model and spatial rotations act as

SU(2) Möbius transformations on the Riemann sphere.

The JNR ansatz (3.1) reduces to the ’t Hooft ansatz

ρ = 1 +
N∑
j=1

λ2
j

|x1 + ix2 − γj|2 + r2
(3.5)

by taking the limit λ2
0 = 1 + |γ0|2 →∞. Thus in considering the symmetry of

a monopole obtained from the ’t Hooft form one must bear in mind that there

is a pole, with canonical weight, at the point ∞ on the Riemann sphere.

The N -monopole moduli space MN has dimension 4N − 1 but the JNR

ansatz (3.1) has 3N + 3 real parameters. The associated monopole fields are

unchanged if ρ is multiplied by a constant, so only the relative weights are of

relevance in the JNR form, which reduces the JNR parameter count by one

to 3N + 2. If N ≥ 3 then all these parameters are independent and the JNR

construction produces a (3N + 2)-dimensional subspace MJNR
N of the (4N − 1)-

dimensional monopole moduli space MN . Note that for N = 3 this matches

the dimension of the full moduli space, and it seems likely that MJNR
3 = M3.

If N = 1 then the JNR ansatz is equivalent to the ’t Hooft ansatz (3.5), as

the two can be related by an action of the conformal group. This reduces

the parameter count to 3, which is the correct dimension and MJNR
1 = M1.

For N = 2 there are three poles, which therefore automatically lie on a circle.
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For poles on a circle there is an action of the conformal group that moves

the poles around the circle and acts on their weights [JNR77]. This reduces

the number of independent parameters in the JNR ansatz by one, leaving the

correct dimension 7.

In summary, for the value p = 1
2

in hyperbolic space of curvature −1, we

have the result that for N ≤ 3 the dimension of the moduli space of JNR

generated N -monopoles is dim(MJNR
N ) = dim(MN) = 4N − 1, and it seems

likely that all these N -monopoles can be obtained using the JNR construction.

However, if N > 3 then dim(MJNR
N ) = 3N + 2 < 4N − 1 = dim(MN), so

a large class of monopoles can be obtained using the JNR construction, but

certainly not all monopoles. Note that any monopole obtained from the JNR

data (3.1) can be acted upon by a spatial rotation to map it to a monopole

that is obtained from the ’t Hooft data (3.5). The required spatial rotation is

simply one that rotates any of the N + 1 poles on the Riemann sphere to the

point ∞. The fact that this pole has canonical weight in ’t Hooft form is no

loss of generality, because in JNR form only the relative weights are relevant.

3.2 Spectral curves and rational maps from

JNR data

As described in Section 1.3 the ’t Hooft form of the instanton (3.5) corresponds

to the ADHM matrix

M =



λ1 λ2 · · · λN

γ1

γ2

. . .

γN


. (3.6)

Extending this to the more general JNR form (3.1) is a little more involved

because the JNR data does not come in a natural format to fit into the standard

form of the ADHM matrix, so an appropriate change of basis needs to be found.
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Explicitly, the ADHM matrix is given in terms of the JNR data by

M̂ = SΓV, where Γ =



λ1γ0 λ2γ0 · · · λNγ0

λ0γ1

λ0γ2

. . .

λ0γN


. (3.7)

Here S ∈ O(N + 1) and V ∈ GL(N,R) perform the required change of basis

and must satisfy the equation

S



λ1 λ2 · · · λN

λ0

λ0

. . .

λ0


V =



0 0 · · · 0

1

1
. . .

1


. (3.8)

For N = 1 and N = 2 the required matrices S and V can be found in [Osb81]

and in the special case that all the N + 1 weights are equal the matrices are

presented in [AS13] for arbitrary N. Here we require the general solution, which

is

Vij =


0 if i > j

pi/(λ0pi−1) if i = j

−λiλjpjpj−1/λ0 if i < j

(3.9)

and

Si1 = λ0λi−1pi−1pi−2 for i = 1, . . . , N + 1

S1j = −λj−1pN for j = 2, . . . , N + 1 (3.10)

Sij = λ0Vj−1,i−1 for i, j = 2, . . . , N + 1,

where we have introduced the notation pi = (
∑i

j=0 λ
2
j)
−1/2, for i = 0, . . . , N

together with p−1 = pN and λ−1 = λ0. A proof that S and V perform the

required change of basis is given in the Appendix. It can be checked that this

general solution reduces to the previously known special cases in [Osb81, AS13].

The ’t Hooft case is recovered in the limit λ2
0 = 1 + |γ0|2 → ∞, where S and

λ0V both become the identity matrix.
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Substituting the above expressions into the formula (1.36) provides an ex-

plicit construction of the spectral curve in terms of JNR data. Although this

appears to be a rather cumbersome procedure, in fact it yields a very elegant

result, as we now explain. First of all, for ’t Hooft data the diagonal form of M

in the ADHM matrix (3.6) allows the determinant formula (1.36) to be easily

calculated, producing the result

N∏
j=1

(ζ − γj)(1 + ηγ̄j)− η
N∑
j=1

λ2
j

N∏
k=1
k 6=j

(ζ − γk)(1 + ηγ̄k) = 0. (3.11)

Note that, as required, this formula is invariant under permutations of the N

poles, γj for j = 1, . . . , N together with their weights λ2
j . Next we recall that

’t Hooft data is simply JNR data with a pole at ∞ with canonical weight.

We know how rotations act on both spectral curves and JNR data, so we can

easily generalise (3.11) to arbitrary JNR data {(λj, γj)}0≤j≤N . We first rescale

all the weights so that the weight of γ0 is canonical. We can then rotate using

the Möbius transformation

z → γ0z + 1

−z + γ0

(3.12)

to bring γ0 to ∞. The poles and weights transform as

γk → γ′k =
γ0γk + 1

−z + γk
and λ2

j → λ′2j =
1 + |γ′j|2

1 + |γj|2
λ2
j .

After the rotation the data is in ’t Hooft form, so the spectral curve is (3.11)

for the data {(λ′j, γ′j)}1≤j≤N . We can obtain the spectral curve of the original

configuration by performing the inverse of (3.12) on (η, ζ):

(η, ζ)→
(
ηγ0 + 1

−η + γ0

,
ζγ0 + 1

−ζ + γ0

)
,

and the result is
N∑
j=0

λ2
j

N∏
k=0
k 6=j

(ζ − γk)(1 + ηγ̄k) = 0. (3.13)

Equation (3.13) is one of the main results of this Chapter, providing a simple

explicit formula for the spectral curve in terms of free JNR data. There is

an obvious invariance of this formula under permutations of all N + 1 poles,

together with their weights, and it degenerates to the formula (3.11) in the ’t

Hooft limit λ2
0 = 1 + |γ0|2 → ∞. An obvious consequence of equation (3.13)
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is that the spectral curve contains all geodesics that connect any pair of JNR

poles. Before we go on to present some example spectral curves using this

formula, we shall first consider the construction of rational maps from JNR

data.

The rational map takes a particularly simple form for ’t Hooft data, because

M is diagonal in the ADHM matrix (3.6). Applying (1.37) in this case yields

R =
N∑
j=1

λ2
j

z − γj
, (3.14)

which reveals that the interpretation of the ’t Hooft parameters as poles and

weights in the harmonic function that determines the instanton conveniently

extends to the same interpretation of poles and weights for the rational map.

The generalization of the rational map formula (3.14) to the JNR case is

more complicated. In particular, it cannot be obtained using the same rota-

tion trick that we used to obtain the JNR spectral curve from the ’t Hooft

case, because the rational map involves scattering along geodesics that origi-

nate at ∞ and only rotations that leave this point fixed can be applied. We

therefore use the following alternative strategy to determine the JNR rational

map. The denominator is obtained by using the fact that it is equal (up to a

constant multiple) to the spectral curve (3.13) evaluated at (η, ζ) = (0, z). The

numerator is then obtained by the requirement that the rational map must be

invariant under any permutation of the N +1 poles and weights, together with

the fact that it must reduce to the ’t Hooft rational map (3.14) in the limit

λ2
0 = 1 + |γ0|2 →∞. A natural candidate is

R =

{ N∑
i=0

N∑
j=i+1

λ2
iλ

2
j(γi−γj)2

N∏
k=0
k 6=i,j

(z−γk)
}
/

{( N∑
i=0

λ2
i

)( N∑
j=0

λ2
j

N∏
k=0
k 6=j

(z−γk)
)}

.

(3.15)

The conditions we used to derive this formula are not really sufficient to prove

it; they are consistent with the appearance in the numerator of any symmetric

polynomial in the λj of degree less than 4N , for example. Below we give a

direct proof of this formula using the definition (1.37) together with the ADHM

matrix (3.7) and the change of basis matrices (3.9) and (3.10). This proof was

my contribution to our joint paper [BCS15], along with the proof in Appendix

A.
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Proof. The proof involves a formal expansion in z−1. The coefficients qI are

defined by

L(z −M)−1Lt =
∞∑
I=1

qIz
−I , (3.16)

and we define QI similarly to be the coefficient of z−I in the expansion of

(3.15).

To prove the rational map formula we need to show that qI = QI , which we

accomplish by proving that both sets of coefficients satisfy the same inductive

relation, together with q1 = Q1.

To begin, we expand the left hand side of (3.16) to give

qI = LM I−1Lt.

From the (N + 1) × (N + 1) matrix S, given by (3.10), we define the N ×
(N + 1) matrix S ′ by removing the top row of S. Furthermore, we define this

removed row to be S ′′. With this decomposition of S and the corresponding

decomposition (1.7) of the ADHM matrix, equation (3.7) becomes

L = S ′′ΓV and M = S ′ΓV,

and therefore

qI+1 = LM ILt = S ′′Γ(V S ′Γ)IV V tΓt(S ′′)t.

Note that

(V S ′)ab =
N∑
i=1

VaiSi+1,b =
N∑
i=1

1

λ0

Si+i,a+1Si+1,b

=
1

λ0

(δa+1,b − S1,a+1S1b) (since S is an orthogonal matrix)

=
1

λ0

(U t − (S ′′′)tS ′′)ab, (3.17)

and similarly

V V t =
1

λ2
0

(1− (S ′′′)tS ′′′), (3.18)

where U is the (N + 1)×N matrix obtained from the N ×N identity matrix

by adding an extra top row of zeros, and we have defined the N -component

row vector S ′′′ by (S ′′′)i = (S ′′)i+1. The next step is to prove the following
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induction relation for the qI :

qI =
I−1∑
J=1

aJqI−J + bI , (3.19)

where we have introduced

aI = − 1

λI0
S ′′Γ(U tΓ)I−1(S ′′′)t,

and

bI =
1

λI−1
0

S ′′Γ(U tΓ)I−1V V tΓt(S ′′)t.

We will use another inductive argument to prove (3.19). Suppose that for some

K with 1 ≤ K ≤ I − 1 we have

qI =
1

λK−1
0

S ′′Γ(U tΓ)K−1(V S ′Γ)I−KV V tΓt(S ′′)t +
K−1∑
J=1

aJqI−J . (3.20)

Then using (3.17):

qI =
1

λK0
S ′′Γ(U tΓ)K−1(U t − (S ′′′)tS ′′)Γ(V S ′Γ)I−K−1V V tΓt(S ′′)t +

K−1∑
J=1

aJqI−J

=
1

λK0
S ′′Γ(U tΓ)K(V S ′Γ)I−K−1V V tΓt(S ′′)t +

K∑
J=1

aJqI−J .

The relation (3.20) is trivially true for K = 1, so by induction it must be true

for K = I, and this proves the induction relation (3.19).

The key point is that U tΓ is diagonal, so aI can be calculated to be

aI = −p2
N

N∑
j=1

λ2
jγ

I−1
j (γj − γ0),

and using (3.18) we can calculate bI to be

bI =

{
N∑
j=1

λ2
jγ

I−1
j (γj − γ0)2

− p2
N

(
N∑
j=1

λ2
jγ

I−1
j (γj − γ0)

)(
N∑
k=1

λ2
k(γk − γ0)

)}
p2
N .
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As the rational map is invariant under permutations of the poles and

weights then the coefficients qI must be too. Taking (3.19), exchanging (γ0, λ0)

with (γk, λk) and summing over k from 0 to N yields, after a long but straight-

forward manipulation,

(N + 1)qI =
I−1∑
J=1

αJqI−J + βI , (3.21)

where

αI = −p2
N

N∑
j=0

N∑
k=0

λ2
jγ

I−1
j (γj − γk) ,

and

βI = p4
N

N∑
j=0

N∑
k=j+1

λ2
jλ

2
k(γj−γk)

(
(N + 1)(γIj − γIk)−

(
N∑
l=0

γl

)
(γI−1
j − γI−1

k )

)
.

We now show that the induction relation (3.21) is also true for the QI .

From (3.15), after multiplying by the denominator of the left hand side and

cancelling an overall factor of
∏N

j=0(z − γj), we find that

p2
N

N∑
i=0

N∑
j=i+1

λ2
iλ

2
j(γi − γj)

(
1

z − γi
− 1

z − γj

)
=

(
∞∑
I=1

QIz
−I

)(
N∑
j=0

λ2
j

z − γj

)
.

Expanding this relation in z−1 and comparing coefficients produces the induc-

tion relations

QI−1α̃1 +QI−2α̃2 + · · ·+Q1α̃I−1 = β̃Ip
2
N , (3.22)

where

α̃I =
N∑
j=0

λ2
jγ

I−1
j and β̃I =

N∑
j=0

N∑
k=j+1

λ2
jλ

2
k(γj − γk)(γI−1

j − γI−1
k ).

We will call (3.22) the I-th of these induction relations. The α̃I are related to

the αI by

(N + 1)α̃I+1 = α̃I

(
N∑
k=0

γk

)
− αI
p2
N

.

Substituting this identity into (3.22) gives

I−1∑
J=1

QI−J
(
p2
N(N + 1)α̃J+1 + αJ

)
=

(
N∑
k=0

γk

)
β̃Ip

4
N .
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Subtracting this from p2
N(N +1) times the (I+1)-th of the induction relations

(3.22), gives

(N + 1)QI −
I−1∑
J=1

αJQI−J = p4
N

(
(N + 1)β̃I+1 −

(
N∑
k=0

γk

)
β̃I

)
= βI .

This shows that QI and qI satisfy the same induction relation.

It is easy to check that

q1 = Q1 = p4
N

N∑
i=0

N∑
j=i+1

λ2
iλ

2
j(γi − γj)2,

so qI = QI for all I, and this completes the proof.

In the following Section we illustrate the use of our spectral curve and

rational map formulae by calculating some examples with Platonic symmetry.

However, we first conclude this Section by considering the single monopole and

the axial N -monopole.

For N = 1 the ’t Hooft form gives all 1-monopoles and the spectral curve is

the star (1.27) with point x1 +ix2 = γ1 and r = λ1. In particular, taking γ1 = 0

with canonical weight gives the spectral curve η − ζ = 0, for a 1-monopole at

the origin, with rational map R = 1/z.

Taking canonical weights and γj = ωj, for j = 0, . . . , N, where ω = e
2πi
N+1 ,

yields the axially symmetric spectral curve

AN =
N∑
i=0

(−1)iηiζN−i = 0 (3.23)

and the rational map R = 1/zN . Although the set of poles appears to have

only a dihedral DN+1 symmetry, the enhancement to axial symmetry is a

consequence of the previously mentioned fact that when all poles lie on a circle

there is an action of the conformal group that moves the poles around the circle

and acts on their weights. The axial symmetry is manifest in the spectral curve

(3.23) as the invariance under (η, ζ)→ (eiθη, eiθζ), corresponding to a rotation

around the X3-axis by an arbitrary angle θ. The symmetry is evident in the

rational map as the relation R(eiθz) = e−iNθR(z), where we recall that a

rational map is defined modulo multiplication by a constant phase.

This is one of the few examples in which the full symmetry of the monopole

is apparent from the rational map, because the action of this symmetry group
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happens to fix the point z =∞. If a monopole is symmetric under a transfor-

mation that moves the point∞ on the Riemann sphere boundary of hyperbolic

space, then the rational map cannot detect this symmetry, because in general

it is not known how to explicitly relate the based rational map R(z), with

R(∞) = 0, to a rational map that is based at a different point than ∞.
Note that if the monopole is of JNR type then the formula (3.15) allows

the calculation of the rational map based at an arbitrary point z∞, since we

know how the Möbius transformation that moves z∞ to ∞ acts on the JNR

poles and weights. We can then apply (3.15) to the rotated poles and weights

and finally obtain the rational map based at z∞ by replacing z by its image

under the Möbius transformation. In principle this means we could calculate

the required line in CPN on which to project the holomorphic sphere to obtain

the rational maps based at z∞.

The above axial monopoles are positioned at the point (X1, X2, X3) =

(0, 0, 0), but for future reference it will be useful to have the spectral curve of

the axial 2-monopole with position (X1, X2, X3) = (0, 0, b). This is obtained

by taking canonical weights with poles γj = (1+b)
(1−b)ω

j for j = 0, 1, 2, where

ω = e2πi/3. The resulting spectral curve is

(1 + b)4η2 + (1− b)4ζ2 − (1− b2)2ηζ = 0. (3.24)

3.3 Platonic spectral curves

In this Section we use the explicit formulae derived in the previous one to

present the spectral curves and rational maps of some Platonic examples. The

monopoles are obtained by placing the poles on the boundary with the same

symmetries as the Platonic solid, and with canonical weight. The Higgs field

magnitudes and energy densities of these monopoles were presented in [MS14],

so the results of this Section are complementary to that study.

A convenient choice for the positions of the poles is given by the stan-

dard Klein polynomials, which are defined to be the polynomials with roots at

the stereographic projections of the vertices or edge/face centres. The lowest

charge example of a Platonic monopole is the tetrahedral 3-monopole, obtained

by taking the roots of the Klein polynomial associated with the vertices of a

tetrahedron:

Tv(γ) = γ4 + 2i
√

3γ2 + 1.
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Explicitly, the poles are γ0 = 1+i√
3+1

, γ1 = −γ0, γ2 = γ−1
0 , γ3 = −γ−1

0 , and

equation (3.13) with canonical weights gives the spectral curve

(η − ζ)3 +
i√
3

(η + ζ)(ηζ + 1)(ηζ − 1) = 0. (3.25)

This spectral curve was derived previously in [NR07] by imposing invariance

under generators of the tetrahedral group

(η, ζ) 7→ (−η,−ζ), (η, ζ) 7→
(
η − i
η + i

,
ζ − i
ζ + i

)
(3.26)

and using Atiyah’s algebro-geometric constraints to fix the remaining param-

eters. Note that restricting the curve (3.25) to the diagonal η = ζ determines

the spectral geodesics that pass through the origin as

Te(ζ) = ζ(ζ4 − 1) = 0,

where we recognize Te as the Klein polynomial for the edges of the tetrahedron.

Applying formula (3.15) allows us to obtain the associated rational map

R =
5iz2 +

√
3√

3z3 + iz
, (3.27)

where the C2 symmetry R(−z) = −R(z) is manifest, but not the full tetrahe-

dral symmetry.

The octahedral 5-monopole is obtained from six poles (with canonical

weights) on the vertices of an octahedron, given by the roots of the Klein

polynomial

Ov(γ) = γ(γ4 − 1),

including the root at ∞. As one pole is at ∞ this example is of ’t Hooft form

and applying formula (3.11) results in the spectral curve

(η − ζ)

(
(η4 − 1)(ζ4 − 1) + 8ηζ(η2 + ζ2)

)
= 0, (3.28)

which is invariant under the generators of the octahedral group

(η, ζ) 7→ (iη, iζ), (η, ζ) 7→
(
η − i
η + i

,
ζ − i
ζ + i

)
. (3.29)
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Restricting to the diagonal η = ζ makes the first factor in (3.28) vanish iden-

tically but the condition that the second factor also vanishes is

Of (ζ) = ζ8 + 14ζ4 + 1 = 0, (3.30)

where Of is the Klein polynomial for the face centres of the octahedron. Equa-

tion (3.14) for the rational map from ’t Hooft data yields

R =
9z4 − 1

z5 − z
, (3.31)

with denominator equal to the Klein polynomial Ov(z). Note that the fact that

the denominator of the rational map is the Klein polynomial for the vertices of

the polyhedron is generic if the Klein polynomial is in an orientation in which

there is a root at ∞. This follows immediately from (3.14).

Our last Platonic example is the remaining JNR-type monopole presented

in [MS14], which is the icosahedral 11-monopole. The vertex Klein polynomial

for the icosahedron is

Yv(γ) = γ11 + 11γ6 − γ, (3.32)

where the orientation is such that one root is at∞. Taking the canonical weight

poles as the roots of (3.32) and using (3.11) we obtain the substantial spectral

curve

(η − ζ)

(
η10ζ10 + 11(η10ζ5 + η5ζ10 − η5 − ζ5)

−75(η9ζ6 + η6ζ9 − η4ζ − ηζ4)− 50(η8ζ7 + η7ζ8 − η3ζ2 − η2ζ3)

+25(η9ζ + ηζ9 − η8ζ2 − η2ζ8) + 100(η7ζ3 + η3ζ7)

−225(η6ζ4 + η4ζ6) + 746η5ζ5 − η10 − ζ10 + 1

)
= 0, (3.33)

that is invariant under the following generators of the icosahedral group, where

ω = e2πi/5,

(η, ζ) 7→ (ωη, ωζ),

(η, ζ) 7→
(

(ω3 − 1)η + ω − ω2

(ω − ω2)η + 1− ω3
,
(ω3 − 1)ζ + ω − ω2

(ω − ω2)ζ + 1− ω3

)
.
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The first factor in (3.33) automatically vanishes on the diagonal η = ζ and the

second factor vanishes when

Yf (ζ) = ζ20 − 228ζ15 + 494ζ10 + 228ζ5 + 1 = 0,

which is the Klein polynomial for the face centres of the icosahedron. For this

example the rational map is

R =
26z10 + 86z5 − 1

z11 + 11z6 − z
, (3.34)

where the denominator is indeed Yv(z), with the obvious C5 symmetryR(ωz) =

R(z)/ω.

3.4 Dihedral one-parameter families

A number of interesting geodesics in the moduli space of Euclidean monopoles

have been found by searching for submanifolds invariant under the action of a

discrete symmetry subgroup of the metric. The fixed-point sets of such group

actions are necessarily geodesic submanifolds, and we can arrange for these sub-

manifolds to be 1-dimensional by a judicious choice of symmetry group. The

aim of this Section is to investigate the parallel story for hyperbolic monopoles

by imposing dihedral symmetries. As discussed in the introduction the geodesic

approximation is not available for hyperbolic monopoles, so one should simply

regard the results in this Section as some interesting one-parameter families

of symmetric static hyperbolic monopoles. However, they do bear a strik-

ing resemblance to similar symmetric families in Euclidean space that indeed

describe symmetric monopole scattering. It seems sensible to regard these

families as the hyperbolic versions of corresponding Euclidean scatterings.

Dihedral symmetry is particularly useful in finding these 1-parameter fam-

ilies and is a natural extension of the results in the previous Section, since the

Platonic symmetry groups have dihedral subgroups. Of course, we shall actu-

ally be imposing the symmetry within the moduli space MJNR
N , and there are

three different ways to obtain symmetric families of JNR data, as follows. The

first type of one-parameter family involves moving the positions of the poles

around the Riemann sphere with the associated weights at their canonical val-

ues. The second type involves fixed positions for the poles but a variation

of the weights from their canonical values. Finally, the third type involves
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simultaneously varying the positions of the poles together with non-canonical

weights. We shall provide examples of all three types of families with dihedral

symmetry. Dihedral symmetry is not the only finite symmetry group that is

useful in generating families of monopoles, as we illustrate with a cyclic and

a tetrahedral example. We will show in Chapter 4 that many of the families

presented in this Section admit generalisations to higher charges.

3.4.1 3-monopoles with D2 symmetry

This example is of the first type, which is perhaps the most obvious method to

construct a symmetric family, since the symmetry of the monopole is simply

the symmetry of the points on the sphere corresponding to the positions of the

poles. The one-parameter family is given by a ∈ (−1, 1) where we take the

four poles

γ0 =

√
1 + a

1− a
eiπ/4, γ1 = −γ0, γ2 = 1/γ0, γ3 = −1/γ0,

with canonical weights, giving an obvious dihedral D2 symmetry. The spectral

curve is

(η − ζ)

(
η2 + ζ2 − 4a2

1− a2
ηζ

)
+ ia(η + ζ)(ηζ + 1)(ηζ − 1) = 0, (3.35)

and is invariant under

(η, ζ) 7→ (−η,−ζ), (η, ζ) 7→
(

1

η
,

1

ζ

)
, (3.36)

which generate the D2 subgroup of the tetrahedral group (3.26). Note that

the change of sign a 7→ −a is equivalent to the π/2 rotation (η, ζ) 7→ (iη, iζ),

which is also clear from considering the positions of the poles.

We can determine the behaviour of this 3-monopole family by looking at

particular relevant values of a. If a = 0 then the poles are at the vertices

of a square, so the configuration is axial, and if a = 1/
√

3 then we obtain

the same configuration of poles as for the tetrahedral example in the previous

Section. The fact that a→ −a corresponds to a rotation by π/2 implies that

a = −1/
√

3 corresponds to the dual tetrahedral configuration. The spectral

curve gives us asymptotic information about the limit a → ±1; in this limit

the spectral curve tends to the curve (η− ζ)ηζ = 0, and we see by comparison

with (1.26) that this is the product of three stars for monopoles with positions
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Figure 3.1: Energy density isosurfaces: first column D2 symmetric 3-
monopoles, second column D3 symmetric 5-monopoles.
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Figure 3.2: Energy density isosurfaces: first column D4 symmetric 5-
monopoles, second column tetrahedrally symmetric 7-monopoles.
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(X1, X2, X3) given by (0, 0, 0) and (0, 0,±1). We therefore find that as a is

varied from −1 to 1, two monopoles from infinity approach a monopole at the

origin from opposite directions along a line, form the tetrahedral 3-monopole,

then the axial 3-monopole, and then separate in the same manner along the

same line but with a rotation by π/2 about the line.

Equation (3.2) gives a lengthy but explicit expression for ||Φ||2 for the

whole family and hence we can obtain an explicit form for the energy density

by applying the Laplace-Beltrami operator. This process generates the energy

density isosurfaces displayed in the first column of Figure 3.1, which correspond

to increasing values of a ∈ (−1, 0]. Plots for a > 0 are not shown since they

are simply 90◦ rotations of the plots for a < 0. The blue sphere in the energy

density plots represents the boundary of hyperbolic space and, of course, the

metric in the ball-model of hyperbolic space appears to shrink the monopoles

as they approach the boundary. This one-parameter family is the hyperbolic

analogue of the twisted line scattering of three Euclidean monopoles presented

in [HS96a], where the spectral curve is known via a solution of the Nahm

equation but the Higgs field and energy density is only available by means

of a numerical computation of the Nahm transform. A generalisation of this

twisted-line family to all N is presented in subsection 4.3.3.

The rational map for this one-parameter family is obtained using equation

(3.15) and is given by

R =
ia(3 + a2)z2 + 1− a2

(1− a2)(z3 + iaz)
, (3.37)

with the manifest C2 symmetry R(−z) = −R(z). In Section 4.3.3 we will

present a Jarvis-type rational map for this family.

3.4.2 5-monopoles with D3 symmetry

The 3-monopole twisted line family of the previous subsection can be gener-

alised to N -monopoles with a D(N+1)/2 symmetry, for N odd. The canonically

weighted poles are taken to be

γj =

√
1 + a

1− a
e
iπ(1+4j)
N+1 , γj+(N+1)/2 = 1/γj, j = 0, 1, . . . , (N − 1)/2.

This configuration has manifest symmetry under the generators of D(N+1)/2

consisting of a rotation by 2π/(N + 1) around the X3-axis, and a rotation by
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π around the X1-axis. The replacement a→ −a corresponds to a rotation by

4π/(N + 1) around the X3-axis.

In this Section we shall focus on the N = 5 family, which was previously

identified in the Euclidean context in [HS96a]. The associated spectral curves

and energy densities for this geodesic were not investigated, but the hyperbolic

version can easily be studied in explicit detail using our new approach.

The spectral curve is

η5 − ζ5 − 2ia√
1− a2

(η5ζ3 − η3ζ5 + η2 − ζ2)− (1 + 3a2)

(1− a2)
(η4ζ − ηζ4)

+
(1 + 10a2 + 5a4)

(1− a2)2
(η3ζ2 − η2ζ3) = 0, (3.38)

which is invariant under the generators of the D3 symmetry group:

(η, ζ) 7→ (ωη, ωζ), (η, ζ) 7→
(

1

η
,

1

ζ

)
, (3.39)

where ω = e2πi/3. There is octahedral symmetry when a = − 1√
3

and the curve

becomes

(η− ζ)
(
η4 + ζ4− 2(η3ζ + ηζ3) + 9η2ζ2 +

√
2i(η4ζ3 + η3ζ4 + η+ ζ)

)
= 0, (3.40)

which agrees with the earlier octahedral curve (3.28) after a spatial rotation.

The configuration is axial for a = 0 as before. In the limit a → ±1 the curve

becomes (η − ζ)η2ζ2 = 0, which is the product of a star for a 1-monopole

at the origin and the curves (3.24) for two axial 2-monopoles at infinity with

positions (X1, X2, X3) = (0, 0,±1). This twisted line family therefore describes

two axial 2-monopoles that approach a single monopole at the origin, from ei-

ther side of the symmetry axis, form the octahedral 5-monopole, then the axial

5-monopole, with the process then reversing with an accompanying rotation

by π/3. Some selected energy density isosurfaces are presented in the second

column of Figure 3.1, for increasing values of a ∈ (−1, 0].

The rational map for this family is

R =

√
1− a2 − 4ia (1+a2)

(1−a2)
z3

√
1− a2z5 − 2iaz2

, (3.41)

with the C3 symmetry realized as R(ωz) = R(z)/ω2.
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3.4.3 5-monopoles with D4 symmetry

Our second type of family is perhaps less intuitive than the first type, as it

involves fixing the positions of the poles but varying the weights away from

their canonical values. As an example we present a one-parameter family of

5-monopoles with D4 symmetry that includes the octahedral 5-monopole.

The six poles are placed at the vertices of an octahedron

γ0 =∞, γ1 = 1, γ2 = −1, γ3 = i, γ4 = −i, γ5 = 0,

so this data is of ’t Hooft form as one of the poles is at ∞. The weights of the

remaining five poles are taken to be

λ2
5 = 1, λ2

1 = λ2
2 = λ2

3 = λ2
4,

with λ1 ∈ (0,∞) the parameter of this family. If λ1 =
√

2, then all weights

are canonical and there is octahedral symmetry, but otherwise the symmetry

is broken to D4 symmetry.

The spectral curve is

(η − ζ)(η4ζ4 − η4 + 4λ2
1η

3ζ + 4λ2
1ηζ

3 − ζ4 + 1) = 0, (3.42)

and is invariant under

(η, ζ) 7→ (iη, iζ), (η, ζ) 7→
(

1

η
,

1

ζ

)
, (3.43)

which generate the D4 symmetry.

If λ1 =
√

2 then the curve (3.42) reverts to the spectral curve (3.28) of the

octahedral 5-monopole. In the limit λ1 → 0 the curve (3.42) becomes

(η − ζ)(η4ζ4 − η4 − ζ4 + 1) = 0 = (η − ζ)
4∏
j=1

(η + ij)(ζ − ij) (3.44)

which is the product of stars for five monopoles, with one at the origin (X1, X2, X3) =

(0, 0, 0) and the remaining four monopoles at the boundary of hyperbolic space

along the Cartesian axes (±1, 0, 0) and (0,±1, 0). In the opposite limit λ1 →∞
the curve becomes

ηζ(η3 − η2ζ + ηζ2 − ζ3) = 0, (3.45)
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where the first two factors describe 1-monopoles at the boundary of hyperbolic

space with positions (0, 0,±1) and the final factor is the spectral curve of the

axial 3-monopole at the origin. Note that the spectral curve of this family

(3.42) is equal to the sum of the curve (3.44) and λ2
1 times the curve (3.45).

This feature is generic for JNR-type monopoles obtained by keeping the pole

positions fixed and varying the weights, which is clear from the spectral curve

formula (3.13).

We therefore see that as λ1 increases through the interval (0,∞), four 1-

monopoles approach from infinity along the Cartesian axes in the plane X3 = 0

and merge with a 1-monopole at the origin to form the octahedral 5-monopole.

The octahedral 5-monopole then splits to produce two 1-monopoles moving in

opposite directions along the X3-axis, leaving behind the axial 3-monopole.

Corresponding energy density isosurfaces are displayed in the first column of

Figure 3.2. Note that, as with some of the other energy density isosurfaces pre-

sented in this Thesis, we often slightly rotate the image to obtain an improved

viewing angle, so for example the X3-axis may not be exactly aligned with the

vertical, although the images within each column have the same viewing angle.

The rational map for this one-parameter family is

R =
(4λ2

1 + 1)z4 − 1

z5 − z
, (3.46)

with the clear C4 symmetry R(iz) = −iR(z).

3.4.4 7-monopoles with tetrahedral symmetry

Our next example of a family of the second type illustrates the fact that di-

hedral symmetry, although convenient for producing one-parameter families,

is certainly not the only possibility. In this subsection, we construct a one-

parameter family of 7-monopoles by imposing tetrahedral symmetry.

The eight poles are taken to be the roots of the Klein polynomial (3.30) for

the face centres of the octahedron (or equivalently the vertices of the cube).

Explicitly, we label the poles as

γ0 =
1 + i√
3 + 1

, γ1 = −γ0, γ2 = γ−1
0 , γ3 = −γ−1

0 , γ4 =
1− i√
3 + 1

,

γ5 = −γ4, γ6 = γ−1
4 , γ7 = −γ−1

4 ,
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and take λ2
j to be canonical weights for j = 0, 1, 2, 3 but µ2 times the canonical

weights for j = 4, 5, 6, 7. The one-parameter family is given by µ ∈ (0,∞) with

the resulting spectral curve taking the form

(
(η − ζ)3 +

i√
3

(η + ζ)(ηζ + 1)(ηζ − 1)

) 7∏
j=4

(ηζγ̄j + ζ − η|γj|2 − γj)

+ µ2

(
(η − ζ)3 − i√

3
(η + ζ)(ηζ + 1)(ηζ − 1)

) 3∏
j=0

(ηζγ̄j + ζ − η|γj|2 − γj) = 0.

Since this family is obtained by varying only the weights, the spectral curve

is again the weighted sum of the two asymptotic curves. The first term is the

product of the tetrahedral 3-monopole curve (3.25) and four stars for mono-

poles on the sphere at infinity on the vertices of the dual tetrahedron. The

second term is µ2 times the first term after the replacement (η, ζ) 7→ (iη, iζ).

The transformation µ 7→ µ−1 is therefore equivalent to a rotation by π/2

around the X3-axis.

If µ = 1 then the tetrahedral symmetry is enhanced to cubic symmetry, as

there are eight poles with canonical weights on the vertices of a cube. N = 7 is

not the lowest value of N for which there is a hyperbolic monopole with cubic

symmetry. The lowest value is N = 4 and the spectral curve can be found in

[NR07] with the explicit Higgs field derived in [MS14] using the ADHM con-

struction with circle invariance. This N = 4 cubic monopole will appear later

in subsection 4.3.3 as a member of a twisted-line symmetric family. However,

this monopole is clearly not within the JNR class, as five points cannot be

placed on a sphere with cubic symmetry.

We see from the above spectral curve that as µ increases through the in-

terval (0,∞), four monopoles approach from infinity towards the face centers

of the tetrahedral 3-monopole. The monopoles then merge to form a cubic 7-

monopole which subsequently splits to leave the dual tetrahedral 3-monopole

with four monopoles receding from the face centres towards infinity. Energy

density isosurfaces are displayed in the second column of Figure 3.2 for increas-

ing values of µ.

For values of µ around that associated with the second image in the second

column of Figure 3.2 (or equivalently the fourth image in this column), we

may view this solution as a prototype hyperbolic analogue of the multi-shell

Euclidean monopoles suggested in [Man12] within the magnetic bag approxi-

mation.
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The rational map for the family is

R =
(1− µ4)(5z6 − z2)− i

√
3(1 + µ2)2(11z4 + 1)

i
√

3(1 + µ2)2(z7 + 3z3) + (1− µ4)(5z5 + z)
, (3.47)

with the evident C2 symmetry R(−z) = −R(z). For the cubic µ = 1 case the

map simplifies to

R =
11z4 + 1

z7 + 3z3
, (3.48)

with the manifest C4 symmetry R(iz) = iR(z).

3.4.5 2-monopoles with D2 symmetry

Our first example of a family of the third type, where the positions of the

poles vary together with the (generically) non-canonical weights, is a one-

parameter family of D2 symmetric 2-monopoles. Although this is perhaps

the simplest family of multi-monopoles, and was studied in [MS14] using the

ADHM formalism, its analysis in terms of the JNR approach is a little subtle,

and is therefore worth presenting.

The dimensional considerations at the end of Section 3.1 imply that the

N = 2 moduli space is exhausted by JNR-type monopoles, despite the fact

that we cannot place 3 points on the boundary sphere with D2 symmetry.

Clearly we need to exploit the degeneracy that arises when all poles lie on

a circle, which we take to be the unit circle in the plane X3 = 0. We can

easily impose symmetry under the C2 subgroup generated by a rotation by π

around the X1-axis, as one of the poles can be placed on the X1-axis with the

two remaining poles placed symmetrically about the axis with equal weights.

Explicitly, let a ∈ (−1, 1) be the parameter of the family and set

γ0 = 1, γ1 =
a− 1

2
+
i

2

√
3 + 2a− a2, γ2 = γ−1

1 , λ2
1 = λ2

2 = 1,

with the weight λ2
0 undetermined for the moment.

The spectral curve is

(λ2
0 + a− 1)

(2 + λ2
0)

(η2ζ2 + 1) +
(λ2

0 − aλ2
0 − a− 1)

(2 + λ2
0)

(η2ζ − ηζ2 − η + ζ)

+ η2 + ζ2 − (2 + 2a+ λ2
0(1− a)2)

(2 + λ2
0)

ηζ = 0, (3.49)
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Figure 3.3: Energy density isosurfaces: first column D2 symmetric 2-
monopoles, second column D3 symmetric 3-monopoles, third column C3 sym-
metric 3-monopoles.
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and is invariant under the C2 symmetry (η, ζ) 7→ (η−1, ζ−1). This C2 symme-

try is extended to D2 symmetry by requiring invariance of the spectral curve

(3.49) under the additional generator (η, ζ) 7→ (−η,−ζ). This extra symme-

try requires that the coefficient cij vanishes unless (i + j) mod 2 = 0. This is

satisfied providing

λ2
0 =

1 + a

1− a
,

which yields the required D2 invariant spectral curve

η2 + ζ2 + a(η2ζ2 + 1) + (a2 − 1)ηζ = 0. (3.50)

We see from (3.50) that a 7→ −a is equivalent to the π/2 rotation (η, ζ) 7→
(iη, iζ), and furthermore the axial 2-monopole curve is recovered by setting

a = 0. This spectral curve was derived for arbitrary mass monopoles in [NR07].

The boundary of hyperbolic space intersects the plane X3 = 0 in the circle

given by (X1, X2, X3) = (cos θ, sin θ, 0), and from (1.26) a monopole at this

position corresponds to the star

(η + eiθ)(ζ − eiθ) = 0.

In the limit a→ −1 the curve (3.50) becomes the product of two stars

(η + 1)(ζ − 1)(η − 1)(ζ + 1) = 0

for monopoles with positions (±1, 0, 0). Therefore as a increases through (−1, 1)

the two monopoles approach along the X1-axis, merge to form the axially sym-

metric 2-monopole, and separate along the X2-axis. This is the hyperbolic ana-

logue of the famous right angle scattering of two Euclidean monopoles discov-

ered by Atiyah and Hitchin [AH88]. Energy density isosurfaces are displayed

for increasing values of a in the first column of Figure 3.3.

The rational map for this family is

R =
1− a2

z2 + a
, (3.51)

with the manifest C2 symmetry R(−z) = R(z).
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3.4.6 3-monopoles with D3 symmetry

On a Euclidean background, the one-parameter family of D2 symmetric 2-

monopoles studied in the previous subsection is known to have a generalization

to a one-parameter family of DN symmetric N -monopoles. The N monopoles

are located on the vertices of a contracting regular N -gon, merge to form the

axial N -monopole, and then separate on the vertices of an expanding regu-

lar N -gon that is obtained from the incoming polygon by a rotation through

180◦/N.

We illustrate the generalization of this to hyperbolic monopoles by pre-

senting the result for N = 3. The four poles are again taken to lie on the

unit circle, but this time two of the poles are placed on the X1-axis to achieve

the C2 symmetry given by a rotation by 180◦ around the X1-axis. As before,

the two remaining poles are placed symmetrically about this axis with equal

weights. In detail, the parameter is a ∈ (−1, 1) and the poles and weights are

γ0 = 1, γ1 = −1, γ2 =
1

2
(a+ i

√
4− a2), γ3 = γ−1

2 , λ2
0 = 1, λ2

2 = λ2
3,

with λ1 and λ2 yet to be determined. The D3 symmetry is obtained by de-

manding that the spectral curve is invariant under the additional C3 symmetry

(η, ζ) 7→ (ωη, ωζ), where ω = e2iπ/3. This results in the requirement that cij = 0

if (i+ j) mod 3 6= 0, which gives

λ2
1 =

(1− a)(2− a)

(1 + a)(2 + a)
, λ2

2 =
2(1− a)

(2 + a)
.

The one-parameter family of D3 symmetric spectral curves is then

η3 − ζ3 + a(η3ζ3 − 1) + (a2 − 1)(η2ζ − ηζ2) = 0, (3.52)

which satisfies all the properties expected of this family, as described at the

start of this subsection. Some energy density isosurfaces are displayed in the

second column of Figure 3.3 for increasing values of a ∈ (−1, 1).

The rational map is

R =
1− a2

z3 + a
, (3.53)

being the obvious generalization of (3.51). Although we have not been able

to provide a proof, all the DN -symmetric N -monopoles appear to lie within

the space of JNR data. For larger values of N the procedure follows the same
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process as in this subsection and the previous one, with one pole on the X1-axis

if N is even and two if N is odd. The remaining poles are placed symmetrically

in pairs around the unit circle, with equal weights to attain the C2 symmetry,

with the weights then determined by applying an additional CN generator to

enforce the full DN symmetry. In Section 4.3.1 we shall derive explicit ADHM

data for these families using a different method.

3.4.7 3-monopoles with C3 symmetry

Our final example illustrates a phenomenon that appears if cyclic symmetry

is imposed, rather than dihedral symmetry. Imposing cyclic symmetry will

produce more than a one-parameter family, as there will be an additional

degree of freedom associated with a translation of the whole configuration

along the symmetry axis.

In Euclidean space, the motion of N monopoles has a natural decompo-

sition into a trivial motion of the centre of mass of the configuration and a

non-trivial relative motion between monopoles. In terms of the moduli space

approximation, this allows (without loss of generality) a restriction to centered

monopoles, in which the centre of mass is fixed at the origin. In hyperbolic

space the situation is not so simple, since there is no definition of the cen-

tre of mass (even for point particles) that has all the properties that exist in

the Euclidean setting. Fortunately there is a definition [MNS01] for a hyper-

bolic monopole to be centred, so we will apply this definition to restrict to a

one-parameter family.

The definition introduced in [MNS01] is purely geometric and relies on the

use of the holomorphic sphere. The holomorphic sphere allows us to lift the

action of the isometry group of hyperbolic space to a linear action on CN , and

a monopole is defined to be centred if it lies in the zero set of the moment

map for the action of SU(2) ⊂ SL(2,C). This condition maps to the following

simple linear relations between the coefficients cij in the spectral curve:

N∑
j=0

(−1)j
(2j −N)j!(N − j)!

N !
cN−j,j =

N−1∑
j=0

(−1)j
(j + 1)j!(N − j)!

N !
cN−j,j+1 = 0.

All the spectral curves that we have presented so far obey these centred con-

ditions, as a result of the symmetries that we have imposed. In particular, the
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relations for a 3-monopole are:

9c30 − c21 − c12 + 9c03 = 3c31 − 2c22 + 3c13 = 0. (3.54)

We shall make use of this condition shortly.

The cyclic example we consider is C3 symmetric 3-monopoles obtained from

the following choice of four poles,

γ0 = 0, γj =

√
1 + a

1− a
ωj for j = 1, 2, 3,

where ω = e2πi/3 and a ∈ (−1, 1) is the free parameter. The weights λ2
j are

canonical for j = 1, 2, 3 but λ2
0 is free for the moment. This yields the two-

parameter family of C3 symmetric spectral curves

λ2
0

√
1 + a

1− a
(η3ζ3 − 1)− λ2

0

(1 + a)2

(1− a)2
η3 +

6(1 + a)

(1− a)2
η2ζ

− 6

(1− a)
ηζ2 +

(6 + λ2
0 − aλ2

0)

(1 + a)
ζ3 = 0, (3.55)

invariant under the symmetry (η, ζ) 7→ (ωη, ωζ).

We now reduce this two-parameter family to a one-parameter family by

imposing the centered condition (3.54), which determines the weight to be

λ2
0 =

9− 20a+ 7a2

3a(3 + a2)
. (3.56)

The requirement that λ2
0 > 0 imposes the restriction a ∈ (0, a?), where a? =

(10−
√

37)/7.

Substituting (3.56) into (3.55) produces the centered spectral curve

√
1 + a

1− a
(η3ζ3 − 1)− (1 + a)2

(1− a)2
η3 +

(9 + 16a+ 11a2)

(9− 20a+ 7a2)
ζ3

+
18a(3 + a2)(η2ζ(1 + a)− ηζ2(1− a))

(1− a)2(9− 20a+ 7a2)
= 0. (3.57)

The curve has tetrahedral symmetry if a = 1
3

and becomes

√
2η3ζ3 − 4η3 + 18η2ζ − 9ηζ2 + 5ζ3 −

√
2 = 0, (3.58)
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with the extra C2 symmetry

(η, ζ) 7→
( √

2− η√
2η + 1

,

√
2− ζ√
2ζ + 1

)
.

This tetrahedral curve is equal to the earlier tetrahedral curve (3.25) after a

suitable rotation. In the limit a→ 0 the curve is a product of stars

η3ζ3 − η3 + ζ3 − 1 = 0 =
3∏
j=1

(η + ωj)(ζ − ωj)

for three monopoles on the vertices of an equilateral triangle in the plane

X3 = 0 at the boundary of hyperbolic space. In the limit a → a? the curve

becomes

ζ

(
(1 + b)4η2 + (1− b)4ζ2 − (1− b2)2ηζ

)
= 0,

where b is given by the relation a? = 2b/(1+b2), so b = (7−2
√

5
√

37− 22)/(10−√
37) ≈ 0.3. This curve is the product of a star for a monopole at (0, 0,−1)

and the curve (3.24) for an axial 2-monopole at (0, 0, b). The interesting new

phenomenon here is that the single monopole is at infinity when the axial 2-

monopole is at a finite distance from the origin, despite the fact that the total

configuration is centered. This contrasts with the Euclidean situation, where

an N -monopole cannot be centered if it consists of two clusters with only one

cluster at infinity, as is self-evident from the properties of the centre of mass

in Euclidean space.

A possible physical understanding of this new phenomenon in hyperbolic

space is that the condition for a hyperbolic monopole to be centered should be

similar to a requirement that the magnetic field on the sphere at infinity has

a vanishing dipole. A definition of this sort would be quite natural, given that

the abelian magnetic field on the sphere at infinity completely determines the

monopole. A single monopole has a finite dipole even as its position tends to

the sphere at infinity in hyperbolic space, so this can indeed be cancelled by a

non-zero dipole of a cluster in the interior of hyperbolic space. At the moment

this is nothing more than an attempt at a potential physical understanding

of this surprising phenomenon, but it at least suggests why the result is not

unreasonable.

In summary, the one-parameter family described in this subsection consists

of three monopoles that approach on the vertices of a contracting triangle,

merge to form the tetrahedral 3-monopole, which then splits into a single
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monopole that travels down the symmetry axis of the triangle, leaving an

axial 2-monopole at a finite distance up the symmetry axis. A selection of

the corresponding energy density isosurfaces are displayed in the third col-

umn of Figure 3.3. This process is a hyperbolic analogue of the C3-symmetric

scattering of three Euclidean monopoles, for which similar energy density iso-

surfaces can be seen in [Sut97]; except that the axial 2-monopole continues to

travel along the axis. These Euclidean results involve a numerical computa-

tion of the relevant solution of the Nahm equation, as the associated genus four

curve is the Galois cover of a genus two curve (rather than an elliptic curve).

Progress has been made in computing the spectral curve for this Euclidean case

[BDE11], but it is significantly more complicated than the hyperbolic spectral

curve (3.57).

The rational map for the centered C3 symmetric 3-monopole family is

R =
18a(3 + a2)

√
1+a
1−az

(1− a)(11a2 + 16a+ 9)z3 −
√

1− a2(7a2 − 20a+ 9)
, (3.59)

with the symmetry realized as R(ωz) = ωR(z). Note that this is a different

realization of the C3 symmetry than for the rational map (3.53) of the D3 sym-

metric 3-monopole of the previous subsection, where R(ωz) = R(z). Although

both families involve three monopoles on the vertices of a contracting triangle,

the subsequent different configurations are a result of different arrangements of

the relative phases, which are captured by the above rational map realizations

of the C3 symmetry.

3.5 A metric on the space of JNR data

A natural metric on the moduli space of hyperbolic monopoles is given by

the L2-metric on the the space of abelian connections induced by hyperbolic

monopoles at infinity. This metric is also invariant under the isometries of hy-

perbolic space, and in the case of a single monopole the moduli space equipped

with this metric is simply hyperbolic space itself. Applying the moduli space

approximation with this metric therefore yields the natural result that a slowly

moving single hyperbolic monopole follows a geodesic in hyperbolic space.

In this Section we provide a simple integral formula for the above metric

restricted to the space of JNR data and illustrate its application by explicit
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computation to confirm that hyperbolic space is obtained as the moduli space

for a single monopole.

To present the metric it is most convenient to use the upper half space

model of hyperbolic space, where the boundary is given by r = 0 and we set

z = x1 + ix2 to be the complex coordinate on the boundary. As shown in

[MNS01], the required connection on the sphere at infinity can be written in

terms of a hermitian metric obtained by evaluating the spectral curve on the

antidiagonal. Explicitly, the abelian connection Az = 1
2
(A1 − iA2) is given in

terms of the hermitian metric h(z, z̄) by

Az =
1

2
∂z log h, (3.60)

where h(z, z̄) is the polynomial in z and z̄ obtained as z̄N times the spectral

curve evaluated on the antidiagonal ζ = z and η = −1/z̄. Using (3.13) gives

the hermitian metric in terms of the JNR data as

h(z, z̄) =
N∑
j=0

λ2
j

N∏
k=0
k 6=j

|z − γk|2 = ψ|r=0

N∏
k=0

|z − γk|2. (3.61)

Let tµ for µ = 1, . . . , dim(MJNR
N ) be real independent coordinates on the JNR

moduli space. The metric is the L2 metric of the abelian connection

gµν = K

∫
∂Ai
∂tµ

∂Ai
∂tν

d2x = K

∫ (
∂

∂tµ

(
∂ih

h

))(
∂

∂tν

(
∂ih

h

))
d2x, (3.62)

where K is a normalization constant.

As an example, consider the case N = 1, where the three real independent

coordinates may be taken to be those in the ’t Hooft data, that is, t1 + it2 = γ1

and t3 = λ1. The hermitian metric is then

h = |z − γ1|2
(

1 +
λ2

1

|z − γ1|2

)
= t23 + (x1 − t1)2 + (x2 − t2)2, (3.63)

and the above formula, with normalization constant K = 3/(8π), gives the

moduli space metric

gµνdtµdtν =
dt21 + dt22 + dt23

t23
. (3.64)

As advertised, this is indeed the metric of hyperbolic space, in upper half space

coordinates.
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The moduli space of inversion symmetric hyperbolic 2-monopoles is four-

dimensional and is obtained from the action of SO(3) on the one-parameter

family of D2 symmetric 2-monopoles described earlier. It would be interesting

to use the above approach to compute the metric on this moduli space and to

compare with both the Atiyah-Hitchin metric for Euclidean 2-monopoles and

Hitchin’s metric, with k = 6 in the notation of [Hit96], which is an algebraic

metric on the spectral curves of precisely these hyperbolic 2-monopoles.

As the moduli space metric is invariant under SO(3) spatial rotations then

the one-parameter dihedral families discussed in the previous Section, being

obtained as fixed point sets of a finite subgroup of this SO(3) action, are

automatically geodesics with respect to this metric. This relies on the fact

that, for the examples considered, there are no hyperbolic monopoles with the

given symmetry and charge that lie outside the JNR ansatz, which follows from

known results on the dimensions of spaces of symmetric Euclidean monopoles.

3.6 Summary

For a specific relation between the curvature of hyperbolic space and the mag-

nitude of the Higgs field at infinity, we have been able to obtain a complete

description of a large class of hyperbolic N -monopoles. We have presented

simple explicit formulae for the spectral curve and the rational map in terms

of free data given by N + 1 points on the sphere together with positive real

weights. This complements recent work [MS14] that provided an explicit for-

mula for the Higgs field in terms of the same data. A number of symmetric

examples have been presented, including one-parameter families that are hy-

perbolic analogues of geodesics that describe Euclidean monopole scattering.

We have derived an integral expression for an interesting metric on the space of

this data. There remain many open questions about this metric; for example,

we would like to calculate the metric on non-trivial geodesic submanifolds of

higher charge moduli spaces, and to clarify the connection between this met-

ric and the other geometric structures that have been defined on hyperbolic

monopole moduli spaces.





4

Hyperbolic monopoles from sym-

metric ADHM data

In this Chapter we give more p = 1/2 hyperbolic monopole solutions together

with their associated spectral curves and rational maps. The new examples

are found by deforming the axial monopole ADHM data while imposing ju-

diciously chosen discrete symmetries. This approach requires that we have

axial monopole ADHM data in a particularly convenient form. One could

obtain axial monopole ADHM data by placing JNR poles of equal weight at

the vertices of a regular polygon and using the matrices (3.9) and (3.10) to

bring the data into standard form, but the resulting data will be messy and

unnatural. Moreover, this approach will not give us the explicit action of the

axial symmetry group on the data. In Section 4.2 we give a different, indirect

derivation of axial monopole ADHM data via the Braam-Austin construction.

The ADHM data so obtained follows a simple pattern and one can clearly see

the action of the axial symmetry. This approach also allows us to write down

the explicit fields for all the axial monopoles. In Section 4.3 we will deform the

axial monopole data to give families of dihedral and twisted-line symmetric

monopoles. Some of these families are generalisations of 1-parameter families

in the previous Chapter to all values of the magnetic charge. The work in

this Chapter was published in J. Phys. A under the title Symmetric hyperbolic

monopoles [Coc14].

61
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4.1 The Manton-Sutcliffe formalism

We begin this Chapter by reviewing the Manton-Sutcliffe approach to finding

circle-symmetric instantons, as described in [MS14]. Manton and Sutcliffe

considered a circle action which leads to the ball model of hyperbolic space,

and found many solutions with commuting Platonic symmetries. In particular

they found that many previously discovered instantons [Hou99] [SS99] satisfy

their constraints, if the scale of the instanton is chosen appropriately.

We can write conformal transformations of R4 as quaternionic Möbius

transformations

x→ x′ = (Ax+B)(Cx+D)−1.

The circle action Manton and Sutcliffe use is(
A B

C D

)
=

(
cos α

2
sin α

2

− sin α
2

cos α
2

)
. (4.1)

If we repeat the conformal equivalence (1.28) with the circle direction defined

by this action, then we obtain a conformal equivalence between R4 \ S2 and

H3×S1, where H3 is now in the ball model with metric (1.22). In terms of the

notation for ADHM data introduced in (1.7), the Manton-Sutcliffe constraints

for an instanton to be invariant under this action are:

1. M is pure quaternion and symmetric,

2. M̂ †M̂ = 1N ,

3. LM = µL, where µ is a pure quaternion, and L is non-vanishing.

ADHM data satisfying these constraints will correspond to a hyperbolic monopole

with p = 1/2. All of the new monopole solutions in this Chapter will be given

in terms of ADHM matrices satisfying the Manton-Sutcliffe constraints.

To calculate the Higgs field and energy density, suppose that the pure

quaternion X = X1i+X2j+X3k represents a point in the unit ball. Let V (X)

be a unit vector satisfying

V †∆(X) = 0,

where ∆(x) was defined by (1.10). The Higgs field is then

Φ =
1

2
V †

(
−µ L

−L† M

)
V.
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We will be interested in subgroups of the SO(3) group of transformations

of the form (
A B

C D

)
=

(
k 0

0 k

)
,

where k is a unit quaternion. These transformations commute with the circle

action (4.1) and will correspond, after dimensional reduction, to the group of

rotations of H3 fixing the origin. Recalling the redundancy (1.9), we require

that for an instanton to be symmetric under these transformations:(
q 0

0 O

)(
L

M

)
O−1 = k

(
L

M

)
k−1, (4.2)

where q is a unit quaternion, and O ∈ O(N). As k runs over the elements

of some symmetry subgroup of SO(3), the corresponding matrices O(k) will

furnish a real I-dimensional representation of the symmetry group, while q(k)

will give a 2-dimensional complex representation.

An advantage of the Manton-Sutcliffe approach is that it appears to be

particularly convenient for calculating a rational map of Jarvis type. If we have

ADHM data satisfying the Manton-Sutcliffe constraints for circle-invariance,

as well as µ = 0, a candidate Jarvis-type rational map is [MS14]:

f(X) = L(M −X)−1L†, (4.3)

where X is a unit pure quaternion representing a point on the boundary. One

obtains a rational map by writing both X and its image f(X) in Riemann

sphere coordinates. It is not known if this rational map is the same as the one

defined by Jarvis using radial scattering [JN97]. For all the known examples of

monopoles in the Manton-Sutcliffe formalism, the rational map (4.3) has the

same symmetry as the corresponding monopole. We shall see that this is also

true of all the monopoles in this Chapter with µ = 0.

4.2 Axial Hyperbolic Monopoles

The first new result of this Chapter uses a correspondence between axial

p = 1/2 N -monopoles and p = N/2 1-monopoles to derive explicit axial

monopole fields. To see this correspondence, start with a p = N/2 1-monopole.

This monopole is equivalent to a charge N instanton invariant under rotations

in the x3x4-plane. However, 1-monopoles have an SO(3)-symmetry group of
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rotations about their centres, and in particular are symmetric under the SO(2)

subgroup of rotations in the x1x2 plane. This SO(2) symmetry lifts to a second

independent circle-invariance of the underlying instanton. The idea is now to

swap the roles of these two circle actions, so we quotient by rotations in the

x1x2-plane and view rotations in the x3x4-plane as a physical symmetry of the

resulting monopole. The axially symmetric monopole one obtains after this

swap will have charge N and p = 1/2.

This observation is useful because 1-monopoles are particularly simple. The

Bogomolny equation can be solved for all values of p [Nas86] by a spherically-

symmetric ansatz similar to the ansatz for Euclidean monopoles (1.18):

Aai =
2(P (R)− 1)

R2
εiakX

k and Φa =
Q(R)Xa

R
, (4.4)

where

P (R) =
B sinh s

sinhBs
, Q(R) = coth s−B cothBs,

and s = 2 tanh−1R, B = 2p + 1. If p is a half-integer, then P and Q are

rational functions of R.

To obtain axial monopole fields, one first performs a coordinate transfor-

mation of the fields (4.4) to half-space (AX1 , AX2 , AX3 ,Φ) → (A1, A2, Ar,Φ).

To lift to the instanton, we interpret (Ar,Φ) as radial and angular components

respectively of A in the x3x4-plane. This instanton is invariant under rotations

in the x1x2 plane, but to dimensionally reduce along this direction we must

first put it in a gauge in which it is independent of these rotations. This pro-

cess gives the Higgs field magnitude of an axial 2p-monopole, written in ball

model coordinates:

||Φ||2 = (P (S)−1)2 (1−R2)2(R2 − ρ2)

((1 +R2)2 − 4ρ2)2
+

1

4

(
(P (S)− 1)

(1−R2)2

(1 +R2)2 − 4ρ2
+ 1

)2

,

(4.5)

where ρ2 = X2
1 +X2

2 and S = 2
√

1+R2−2ρ
1+R2+2ρ

.

4.2.1 Axial monopole ADHM data from the Braam-

Austin construction

The real usefulness of this ‘swap’ of the roles of the circle actions is that it

gives the axial monopole ADHM data in a simple, natural form. Carrying

out the swap at the ADHM level means that the Braam-Austin data for a

1-monopole written as a standard-form ADHM matrix is precisely the same as
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the Braam-Austin data for the corresponding axial monopole. Braam-Austin

data for a 1-monopole is trivial to write down, so the matrix one obtains this

way is much simpler than the one coming from the JNR ansatz.

To implement this ‘swap’ at the ADHM level, one has to write the ADHM

construction in the abstract, coordinate-independent way it was originally in-

troduced. In this formulation, ADHM data defining an instanton of charge I

is a linear map A(z) : W → V depending linearly on z ∈ C4, where W is

an I-dimensional complex vector space with an antilinear map σW satisfying

σ2
W = 1, and V is a (2I + 2)-dimensional complex vector space with another

antilinear map σV satisfying σ2
V = −1. If we identify C4 with H2 in the stan-

dard way, (z1, z2, z3, z4) → (z1 + jz2, z3 + jz4) = (x, y), then we define a map

σ on C4 to be right multiplication by j. To define an instanton, A must then

satisfy:

1. A(σz)(σWw) = σV (A(z)w),

2. A(z) is injective and A(z)W ⊂ Ker σV for all z ∈ C4 \ {0}.

There is a prescription for turning this into the standard quaternionic matrix

form of ADHM data (see for example [Ati79], [WW90]). First, we can write

W as WR ⊗R C, where WR is the subspace of W left fixed by σW . We can

also identify V with an (I + 1)-dimensional right quaternionic vector space

VH, with multiplication by j given by σV . Condition 1 above means that

we can consider A to be a quaternionic linear map H2 ⊗R WR → VH. To

write out the corresponding matrix, we first choose a basis for the vector

space WR (a so-called ‘real basis’), and a basis for VH which is unitary with

the respect to the standard quaternion inner product. Now with respect to

these bases, define a matrix C whose columns are the images under A of

(1, 0) ⊗ (basis vectors of WR), so C is an (I + 1) × I quaternionic matrix.

Similarly define a matrix D whose columns are the images under A of (0, 1)⊗
(basis vectors of WR). Then A is described by a quaternionic matrix function

of the coordinates x, y on H2:

A(x, y) = Cx+Dy.

Condition 2 above is equivalent to requiring that A(x, y)†A(x, y) be a real

non-singular matrix for all x, y. We can obtain standard form ADHM data by
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setting y = 1 and finding R ∈ Sp(I + 1,H) and S ∈ GL(I,R) such that

RCS =

(
0

1I

)
.

Then the standard quaternionic matrix defining an instanton is RDS.

We will illustrate the ‘swap’ at the ADHM level by writing p = 3/2 Braam-

Austin data in standard quaternionic matrix form. Using the results of [BA90],

if the hyperbolic monopole has charge N then in the p = 3/2 case W has

complex dimension 3N and V has complex dimension 6N + 2. Under the

circle action, W breaks up into subspaces W−1 ⊕W0 ⊕W1 where each Wi has

dimension N , while V breaks up into subspaces V−3 ⊕ V−1 ⊕ V1 ⊕ V3, where

V3, V−3 are N + 1-dimensional and V1, V−1 are 2N -dimensional. The subscripts

here refer to the weights of the circle action on these spaces. We can write

A(z) =
∑4

i=1 Aizi, so the Ai are matrix components of the map A. One can

choose bases for W and V such that:

A1 =



W−1 W0 W1

V−3 IN

0

V−1 IN

0N

V1 0N

IN

V3 0N

0



A3 =



β−2

v

β0

γ−1

−γ1

β2

0N

0


where βi, γi are complex N × N matrices and v is a complex N -row vector.

These matrices will correspond to the quaternionic matrices C,D described

above, after we make our quaternionic identifications.
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First we need to identify a real basis for W . Suppose that A1, A3 above are

defined with respect to bases {ejα}1≤α≤N for each Wj. These bases are chosen

in such a way that the real structure σW : Wj → W−j is just conjugation. With

respect to this real structure, a real basis for W−1 ⊕W1 is {e−1
α ⊕ e1

α}1≤α≤N ∪
{ie−1

α ⊕ −ie1
α}1≤α≤N , while {e0

α}1≤α≤N is already a real basis for W0. The

prescription above says that we need to find the images of these vectors in V

and then use the antilinear map on V to identify these images with quaternionic

row vectors. The basis of V used to define A1, A3 above is chosen such that

σV acts on V−j ⊕ Vj by (w,v) → (−v,w). This means we should identify

(w,v) ∈ V−j ⊕ Vj with the quaternionic vector w + jv. The map σV now

corresponds to multiplication by j on the right. Using the matrices A1, A3 to

determine the images of the real basis vectors gives:

Cx+Dy =


0 0 0

IN 0N iIN

0N IN 0N

jIN 0N kIN

x+


v 0 iv

β−2 0k iβ−2

−jγ1 β0 −kγ1

jβ2 γ−1 kβ2

 y (4.6)

Multiplying on the left by
1 0 0 0

0 1/
√

2 0 −j/
√

2

0 0 1 0

0 −i/
√

2 0 −k/
√

2

 (4.7)

and on the right by

−

1/
√

2

1

1/
√

2

 (4.8)

and setting y = 1 gives ADHM data in standard form:

∆(x) =


−v/
√

2 0 −iv/
√

2

−(β−2 + β2)/2 jγ−1/
√

2 −i(β−2 − β2)/2

jγ1/
√

2 −β0 kγ1/
√

2

i(β2 − β−2)/2 kγ−1/
√

2 −(β−2 + β2)/2

−


0 0 0

1

1

1

x (4.9)

Imposing the usual ADHM constraint that ∆(x)†∆(x) be a real non-singular

matrix gives exactly the Braam-Austin equations for the p = 3/2 system.

Now we specialise to the case of a charge 1 p = 3/2 monopole. As described
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in Section 1.7, we can choose our gauge such that γi = γ ∈ R+, βi = β, v = qγ

are constant for all i. We can then interpret (β, γ) as centre of mass coordinates

for the 1-monopole in the half-space model. We choose our monopole to sit at

β = 0, γ = 1, and we also choose q = −j. Then (4.9) gives us ADHM data in

standard form:

1√
2


j 0 −k
0 j 0

j 0 k

0 k 0

 (4.10)

Note that the resulting ADHM matrix only has non-zero j, k-parts, which

shows that this data is invariant under rotations in the x1x2 plane. This

example illustrates how to interpret the ‘swap’ at the level of ADHM data. We

arranged the Braam-Austin data for a 1-monopole of mass 3/2, which is a set

of matrices defined on a lattice with 3 sites, into a single 4×3 matrix with pure

j, k entries. The Braam-Austin data for a p = 1/2 monopole just consists of a

single complex matrix satisfying the ADHM constraints, which, up to an overall

factor of j, is what we obtained in (4.10). This whole construction generalises

straightforwardly to give the data for higher charge axial monopoles, which we

shall give explicitly in the next subsection.

The construction also gives the matrices compensating for axial symmetry.

One can see from (4.9) that the rotation x→ eiθ/2xe−iθ/2 acts on the Braam-

Austin data as:

βj → βj, γj → eiθγj, v → v. (4.11)

Recalling the gauge freedom (1.34) we can compensate for this by the gauge

transformation
g2 = e−iθ

g0 = 1

g−2 = eiθ

q = eiθ

. (4.12)

We need to understand how to interpret gauge transformations in terms of

compensating matrices for standard ADHM data. Gauge transformations act

on both V and W ; in terms of the bases chosen above, the gauge transformation

acts on V by:
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V−3 V−1 V1 V3

V−3 g−2

q

V−1 g0

g−2

V1 g0

g2

V3 g2

q


(4.13)

and on W by:


W−1 W0 W1

W−1 g−1
−2

W0 g−1
0

W1 g−1
2

 (4.14)

Using our quaternionic identifications above, (4.13) becomes:
q

g−2

g0

g−2


while (4.14) becomes:  cos θ 0 sin θ

0 1 0

− sin θ 0 cos θ


and one can check that these matrices will compensate for the transformations

(4.11) applied to the data (4.6). Using our transformations (4.7) and (4.8)

gives the compensating matrices for the axial symmetry:
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e−2iθ

cos θ 0 − sin θ

0 1 0

sin θ 0 cos θ

 1√
2


j 0 −k
0 j 0

j 0 k

0 k 0


 cos θ 0 sin θ

0 1 0

− sin θ 0 cos θ



= eiθ
1√
2


j 0 −k
0 j 0

j 0 k

0 k 0

 (4.15)

and this construction generalises straightforwardly to higher charges.

4.2.2 General Axial N-monopole ADHM data

The ADHM data for the axial charge N , p = 1/2 monopole is best given

inductively. The data for the 2-monopole is

M̂ax
2 =

1

2

j
√

2 −k
√

2

−j −k
−k j

 (4.16)

while the data for the 3-monopole (4.10) was given in the previous subsection.

Now suppose that

M̂ax
N =

(
Lax
N

Max
N

)
is the ADHM data for an axial N -monopole for N ≥ 2. Then

M̂ax
N+2 =



j/
√

2 0 0 · · · 0 0 −k/
√

2

0 j/2 0 · · · 0 −k/2 0

j/2 k/2

0 0
... Max

N

...

0 0

−k/2 j/2

0 k/2 0 · · · 0 j/2 0


(4.17)

For axial symmetry, the matrices M̂ax
N satisfy(

qN 0

0 ON

)
M̂ax

N O−1
N = e−iθM̂ax

N , (4.18)
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where

qN(θ) = e−iθ(N+1)/2 (4.19)

and we define ON inductively. Firstly,

O1(θ) = 1 and O2(θ) =

(
cos θ/2 − sin θ/2

sin θ/2 cos θ/2

)

and, for N ≥ 3,

ON+2(θ) =



cos (N + 1)θ/2 0 · · · 0 − sin (N + 1)θ/2

0 0
... ON(θ)

...

0 0

sin (N + 1)θ/2 0 · · · 0 cos (N + 1)θ/2


(4.20)

One can check that the matrices defined by (4.17) satisfy the Manton-Sutcliffe

constraints for circle invariance. This is actually unsurprising. We would

obtain the same instantons by placing the poles of the JNR ansatz at the roots

of unity with equal weight in the jk-plane. But then the poles will lie on the

fixed-point set of the Manton-Sutcliffe circle action, which is the 2-sphere of

unit-norm pure imaginary quaternions, so the instanton must also be invariant

under this action as well.

In the next Section we will be interested in subgroups of the symmetry

group of the axial monopoles. Axial monopoles are invariant under reflection

in the X2X3-plane

I : X → iXi

since iM̂N i = M̂N , and the compensating transformation is just the identity.

Axial N -monopoles are also symmetric under rotations by π around the X2-

axis,

R2 : X → −jXj

since

− jM̂Nj =

(
1 0

0 ORN

)
M̂N(ORN)−1, (4.21)
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where

(ORN)ab =


1 if a = b and 1 ≤ a ≤ (N + 1)/2

−1 if a = b and (N + 1)/2 < a ≤ N

0 otherwise

Since µ = 0 for the axial monopoles, one can calculate their Jarvis rational

maps to be 1/zN .

4.3 Deforming the axial monopole

In this Section we derive circle-invariant ADHM data corresponding to fam-

ilies of dihedral and twisted-line symmetric hyperbolic monopoles. Our data

will satisfy the Manton-Sutcliffe constraints for circle invariance. To find sym-

metric ADHM data, one can take representations of the symmetry groups in

C2 and O(N), and use them as constraints on ADHM data via (4.2). For

low charges, solving for ADHM data constrained by the dihedral and twisted

line symmetries as well as the Manton-Sutcliffe conditions is tractable, and

the solutions can be easily generalised to higher charges. This Section con-

tains the results of this approach for some dihedral and twisted-line symmetry

groups. The representations (4.20) are key for this derivation, since we are

using subrepresentations of these to constrain the data.

4.3.1 DN symmetric N-monopoles

The dihedral group DN is generated by rotations by 2π/N around the X1-

axis, and the rotation R2 given above. Using the representations of these

symmetries given in Section 4.2.1 leads to the following family ofDN symmetric

N -monopoles, for N > 2:

M̂N =
1

2



j
√

2(1− α2) 0 · · · 0 −k
√

2(1− α2)

(−1)Njα j 0 · · · 0 −k (−1)N+1kα

j k

0 0
... 2Max

N−2

...

0 0

−k j

(−1)N+1kα k 0 · · · 0 j (−1)N+1jα


(4.22)
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for α ∈ (−1, 1). It is straightforward to check that the above data also satisfies

the Manton-Sutcliffe constraints, and in particular that µ = (−1)Nαj for all

N .

Symmetry and dimensional considerations imply that for N = 2 and 3

these families are the same as the dihedral families derived in subsections

3.4.5 and 3.4.6 respectively. For higher charges these families appear to be

the appropriate generalisation of the DN symmetric N -monopoles mentioned

in subsection 3.4.6. Strictly speaking we have not been able to prove this

because the data (4.22) was derived within the Manton-Sutcliffe formalism,

and it is not known how to calculate spectral curves and rational maps in this

setting. However, the numerics are extremely suggestive that this is the correct

generalisation. Assuming this interpretation is correct, the explicit data (4.22)

is an improvement on the Euclidean case, where these families of monopoles

are known only from their Donaldson rational maps.

If we multiply by j on the left, then the data (4.22) is purely complex, so

we can think of it as p = 1/2 Braam-Austin data and use the spectral curve

(1.36) and rational map (1.37). For N = 3, the spectral curve is

η3 − ζ3 − α(η3ζ3 − 1) + (α2 − 1)(η2ζ − ηζ2) = 0, (4.23)

If we make the identification α = −a, then (4.23) is the same as the spectral

curve (3.52) of the D3-symmetric 3-monopole family discussed in subsection

3.4.6. It is actually unsurprising that for N = 3 the data (4.22) gives the same

monopole in either the Braam-Austin or Manton-Sutcliffe approaches; just as

for the axial monopoles, the JNR poles lie on the fixed-point sets of both circle

actions. This seems likely to extend to higher charges, since DN symmetric N -

monopoles appear to lie within the space of JNR data for all N with the poles

lying on both fixed-point sets, although the required configuration of poles and

weight would be rather messy. Here these monopoles appear as simple, natural

deformations of axial monopole ADHM data.

The Donaldson-type rational map corresponding to the data (4.22) is

R(z) =
1− α2

zN + α
. (4.24)
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We can prove this straightforwardly using a formal expansion in powers of z−1.

The expansion of (4.24) is

∞∑
j=0

(1− α2)
(−α)j

zN(j+1),

while the expansion of the general rational map formula is

L(z −M)−1Lt =
∞∑
k=0

LMkLt

zk+1
,

where for the rest of this Section L and M are the top row and bottom N rows

respectively of (4.22) multiplied on the left by j. The coefficients LMkLt can

be calculated explicitly. Note that for 1 ≤ k < N/2− 1,

(0, . . . , 0, 1︸︷︷︸
k-th

, 0, . . . , 0, −i︸︷︷︸
(N−k+1)-th

, . . . , 0)MN

= (0, . . . , 0, 1︸︷︷︸
(k+1)-th

, 0, . . . , 0, −i︸︷︷︸
(N−k)-th

, . . . , 0) (4.25)

so we have, for 0 ≤ k ≤ N/2− 1,

LMk =

√
1− α2

2
(0, . . . , 0, 1︸︷︷︸

(k+1)-th

, 0, . . . , 0, −i︸︷︷︸
(N−k)-th

, . . . , 0).

Similarly, for N/2 ≤ k ≤ N − 1, if N is even,

LMk =

√
1− α2

2
(0, . . . , 0, −1︸︷︷︸

(N−k)-th

, 0, . . . , 0, −i︸︷︷︸
(k+1)-th

, . . . , 0),

and if N is odd,

LM (N−1)/2 =

√
1− α2

2
(0, . . . , 0, 1︸︷︷︸

(N+1)/2-th

, 0, . . . , 0),

and

LMk =

√
1− α2

2
(0, . . . , 0, 1︸︷︷︸

(N−k)-th

, 0, . . . , 0, i︸︷︷︸
(k+1)-th

, . . . , 0)

for (N + 1)/2 ≤ k ≤ N − 1.
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This shows that LMkLt = 0 for 0 ≤ k < N−1, and LMN−1Lt = (−1)N(α2−1).

Also

LMN = −α
√

1− α2

2
(1, 0, . . . , 0,−i) = −αL,

and so

LMkLt =

0 if (k + 1) mod N 6= 0

(−1)N(−α)(k+1)/N−1(α2 − 1) if (k + 1) mod N = 0.

so the coefficients of the two expansions are equal up to an overall phase of

(−1)N , proving the rational map formula (4.24). The rational map formula

also makes the cyclic symmetry z → e2πi/Nz manifest.

The generalisation of the spectral curve formula (4.23) to arbitrary N ap-

pears to be, using the definition (3.23) of AN ,

AN + α(1− (−ηζ)N) + α2(ζN + (−η)N −AN) = 0. (4.26)

We have not been able to prove this formula from the data (4.22), although it

has been checked for a large range of values of N .

4.3.2 DN−M-symmetric N-monopoles

We can generate another interesting family by imposing DN−1 symmetry to-

gether with the constraint µ = 0. For N > 2, the resulting ADHM data

is

1

2



j
√

2fN+1(α) 0 0 · · · 0 0 −k
√

2fN(α)

0 jfN(α) 0 · · · 0 −kfN(α) 0

jfN(α) kfN+1(α)

0 0
... 2Max

N−2

...

0 0

−kfN(α) jfN+1(α)

0 kfN+1(α) 0 · · · 0 jfN+1(α) 0


(4.27)

for α ∈ (−1, 1), where

fN(α) =
√

1 + (−1)Nα.
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For α close to 1, the configuration consists of N − 1 monopoles at the roots

of unity, and one monopole at the origin. As α decreases, the outer mono-

poles approach the origin from infinity, while a 1-monopole stays at the origin

throughout. The configuration becomes axial for α = 0, and as α becomes

negative the same process happens in reverse, with the configuration rotated

by an angle of π/(N − 1). The first column of Figure 4.1 shows energy den-

sity isosurfaces of D2 symmetric 3-monopoles at several different values of α

between 1 and −1, decreasing down the column.

This family can be generalised to give families with two or three mono-

poles at the origin. Other families with more than three at the origin must

exist, but we have not been able to find them with our methods. All these

DN−M -symmetric N -monopole families follow the same pattern as the DN−1-

symmetric N -monopole families. For α close to 1, (N −M) 1-monopoles are

arranged in a regular polygon around an axial M -monopole at the origin. As

α decreases, the 1-monopoles move radially inwards, ‘scattering’ through the

axial configuration at α = 0, and coming out again rotated by an angle of

π/(N −M).

The data corresponding to a D2 symmetric 4-monopole is

1

2


j
√

2 0 0 −k
√

2

−jα j
√

1− α2 −k
√

1− α2 −kα
j
√

1− α2 j(−1 + α) k(−1− α) k
√

1− α2

−k
√

1− α2 k(−1− α) j(1− α) j
√

1− α2

−kα k
√

1− α2 j
√

1− α2 jα

 (4.28)

The second column of Figure 4.1 shows energy density isosurfaces for this

family for different values of α between 1 and −1, decreasing down the column.
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For N > 4, the data corresponding to a DN−2 symmetric N -monopole is

1

2



j
√

2 0 . . . 0 −k
√

2

(−1)N+1jα jf1(α2) 0 . . . 0 −kf1(α2) (−1)N+1kα

jf1(α2) (−1)Njα j 0 . . . 0 −k (−1)N+1kα kf1(α2)

0 j k 0

0 0 0 0
...

... 2Max
N−4

...
...

0 0 0 0

0 −k j 0

−kf1(α2) (−1)N+1kα k 0 . . . 0 j (−1)N+1jα jf1(α2)

(−1)N+1kα kf1(α2) 0 . . . 0 jf1(α2) (−1)Njα


(4.29)

For N > 4, the data corresponding to a DN−3 symmetric N -monopole is

1

2



j
√

2 0 . . . 0 −k
√

2

0 jf1(α) 0 . . . 0 −kf0(α) 0

jf1(α) 0 jf0(α) 0 . . . 0 −kf0(α) 0 kf1(α)

0 jf0(α) kf1(α) 0

0 0 0 0
...

... 2Max
N−4

...
...

0 0 0 0

0 −kf0(α) jf1(α) 0

−kf0(α) 0 kf1(α) 0 . . . 0 jf1(α) 0 jf0(α)

0 kf1(α) 0 . . . 0 jf0(α) 0


(4.30)

The signs of α in (4.22), (4.27), (4.28), and (4.29) were chosen to ensure that

the outer monopoles lie near roots of unity for α close to 1. For (4.30), the

outer monopoles will lie near roots of unity for α close to 1 if N is even, and

on the dual regular polygon if N is odd. Replacing α by (−1)Nα would ensure

that the outer monopoles lie near the roots of unity for all N , but this would

make the matrix (4.30) more cumbersome.

As in Section 4.3.1, we can think of all the data in this Section as defining

monopoles in either the half-space or ball models. The generalisation of the
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spectral curve (4.26) to DN−M -symmetric N -monopoles appears to be

AN − αAM
(
(−1)M+1 + (−1)N(ηζ)N−M

)
+ α2

(
AM(ζN−M + (−η)N−M)−AN

)
= 0. (4.31)

This formula has been checked for a large range of values of N for each M in

the range 0 ≤ M ≤ 3. We have not been able to check (4.31) for M > 3,

because the required ADHM data is not known. One can check that as

|α| → 1 this curve becomes a product of AM and stars for monopoles ar-

ranged in a regular polygon on the boundary. (4.31) has the rotation sym-

metries (η, ζ) → (e2πi/(N−M)η, e2πi/(N−M)ζ) and (η, ζ) → (1/η, 1/ζ), so the

data (4.27)-(4.30), all correspond to DN−M -symmetric N -monopoles in either

Braam-Austin or Manton-Sutcliffe formalisms. The corresponding Donaldson-

type rational maps are

R(z) =
1 + αzN−M

αzM + zN
,

with manifest rotational symmetry R(e2πi/(N−M)z) = e−2πi/(N−M)R(z). These

can be proved in the same way as the DN symmetric N -monopole rational

map (4.24). If M > 0, then µ = 0 for all values of N and α (recall from

Section 4.3.1 that µ = (−1)Nαj if M = 0). This is to be expected, because µ

is related to the Higgs field at the origin by −2µ = Φ(0) [MS14]. Since there

is an approximately axial M -monopole at the origin for M > 0 the Higgs field

should vanish there, and this means that we can calculate the Jarvis rational

maps for these families. Interestingly, if one replaces i→ k, j → i, k → j in the

data above to ensure the monopole is in the correct orientation, then the Jarvis-

type rational maps are precisely the same as the Donaldson-type maps, with

the other DN−M symmetry generator manifesting itself as R(1/z) = 1/R(z).

4.3.3 Twisted-line symmetric monopoles

In this subsection we will consider monopoles symmetric under a ‘twisted in-

version symmetry’. The symmetry IN acts by the reflection I in the X2X3

plane combined with a rotation of 2π/N around the X1-axis:

IN : X → ie
2iπ
N Xe−

2iπ
N i.

We shall consider N -monopoles invariant under an I2N−2 symmetry. This was

the symmetry originally considered in the Euclidean space context in [HS96a].
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The first example is a 3-monopole with I4 symmetry, given by the matrix

1√
2


j
√

1− α2 i
√

2α −k
√

1− α2

i
√

2α j
√

1− α2 0

j
√

1− α2 0 k
√

1− α2

0 k
√

1− α2 −i
√

2α

 (4.32)

for α ∈ (−1, 1). This is exactly the same as the D2-symmetric 3-monopole

family considered in 3.4.1. The parameter α here plays the same role as a in

(3.4.1), and the scattering takes place along the X1-axis. When α = 1/
√

3,

(4.32) becomes equal to (a rotated version of) the tetrahedrally symmetric

ADHM data given in [MS14].

The generalisation of (4.32) to all N is

M̂ I
N =

1

2



j
√

2f1(α2) −iα
√

2 0 · · · 0 α
√

2 −k
√

2f1(α2)

−2iα jf1(α2) 0 · · · 0 −kf1(α2) 0

jf1(α2) kf1(α2)

0 0
... 2Max

N−2

...

0 0

−kf1(α2) jf1(α2)

0 kf1(α2) 0 · · · 0 jf1(α2) 2iα


(4.33)

As α varies, the process consists of two 1-monopoles moving along the X1-

axis towards a central approximately axial cluster of (N − 2) monopoles at

the origin. In contrast to the dihedral families, the outer monopoles lie on

the symmetry axis of the central cluster, rather than perpendicular to it. The

configuration becomes axial as α passes through zero, and then as α decreases

the process happens in reverse, but rotated by π/(N − 1) around the X1-axis.

Since µ = 0 for all members of the family (4.33), we can calculate their

Jarvis rational maps. We again substitute i → k, j → i, k → j in the data to

put the rational maps into a simpler form. For N = 3, the rational map is

2αz2 + 1− α2

(1− α2)z3 − 2αz
(4.34)

which has the I4 symmetry R(i/z) = i/R(z). For N = 4, the rational map is

2αz3 + 1− α2

(1− α2)z4 − 2αz
, (4.35)
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Figure 4.1: Energy density isosurfaces: first column D2-symmetric 3-
monopoles, second column D2-symmetric 4-monopoles, third column I6-
symmetric 4-monopoles, fourth column I8-symmetric 5-monopoles. The energy
densities were calculated using the formula (3.3).
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with the I6 symmetry R(eiπ/3/z) = eiπ/3/R(z). The third and fourth columns

of Figure 4.1 show energy density isosurfaces of twisted-line symmetric mono-

poles of charges 4 and 5 respectively, for different values of α between 1 and 0

decreasing down the column.

For the N = 4 family, one can check that if α = ±1/
√

2 the rational

map (4.35) is equivalent to the degree 4 cubically symmetric rational map

given in [MS14], combined with a rotation to bring the cube into the correct

orientation. Note that for N > 3, all members of these twisted-line symmetric

families (apart from the axial monopoles) lie outside the space of JNR-type

monopoles, because it is impossible to arrange N + 1 distinct points on the

2-sphere with I2N−2-symmetry.

4.4 Summary

Using an equivalence between hyperbolic p = 1/2 axial N -monopoles and

p = N/2 1-monopoles, we have given an explicit formula for the Higgs field

magnitude of axial p = 1/2 monopoles, as well as their circle-invariant ADHM

data. We have deformed the axial monopole data to give 1-parameter families

with various kinds of dihedral and twisted-line symmetry, for all values of the

topological charge.

The dihedral families presented here should extend to DN−M -symmetric N -

monopole configurations with M monopoles at the origin for M > 3, although

we have not been able to find the explicit ADHM data for these with our

methods. Another approach would be to look for JNR-type monopoles with

the right poles and weights to give the conjectured spectral curves (4.31). For

M and (N−M) both large, this should give a hyperbolic prototype of Manton’s

multi-shell magnetic bags [Man12], although these bags would be degenerate,

in the sense that the volume of their interiors would be zero.

Finally, it would be interesting to compare the metric on the space of

D2 symmetric 3-monopoles presented in this Chapter with the metric on the

space of D2 symmetric 2-monopoles presented in the previous one, since in the

Euclidean case these are known to be the same.





5

Vortices and magnetic impuri-

ties

The work in this Chapter was inspired by [TW14], in which Tong and Wong

discussed BPS vortices in the presence of both electric and magnetic impurities.

At the classical level, electric impurities were shown to leave the moduli space

of static solutions unchanged, but the usual geodesic approximation to the

dynamics is supplemented by a connection term. This observation allowed

a complete analysis of both the classical and quantum dynamics of a single

vortex in the presence of a delta-function electric impurity. The purpose of this

Chapter is to investigate the less well-understood effect of magnetic impurities

on vortex dynamics.

Magnetic impurities do not introduce any connection term, but instead de-

form the static solutions and the corresponding moduli space metric, assuming

they exist. [TW14] gives a number of different arguments for the existence of

a moduli space, which this paper complements with some numerical evidence

in Section 5.1. To illustrate the generic effect of magnetic impurities on vortex

dynamics, we also give numerical examples of moduli space metrics for a single

vortex in the presence of axially-symmetric, localised lump-like impurities.

In Chapter 2 we described how analytic progress can be made by making

a judicious choice of background. In Section 5.2 we will show that the vortex

equations on the hyperbolic plane of curvature −1/2 remain integrable when

delta-function magnetic impurities are introduced, and we will present an ex-

plicit 1-vortex moduli space metric. In Section 5.3 we will extend the work of

Baptista and Manton on vortices on the 2-sphere near the Bradlow limit to

the introduction of impurities.
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5.1 Flat space vortices with impurities

The deformation of the action (2.1) suggested in [TW14] to include magnetic

impurities is:∫ (
−1

4
FµνF

µν +
1

2
DµφD

µφ− 1

8
(1 + σ − |φ|2)2 +

1

2
σB

)
d3x, (5.1)

where σ is a static source for the magnetic field B = F12. Applying the usual

Bogomolny argument gives first-order equations:

D1φ+ iD2φ = 0 (5.2)

B − 1

2
(1 + σ − |φ|2) = 0, (5.3)

and we still have the topological bound E ≥ 1
2

∫
B d2x = πN , where N is the

asymptotic winding of φ. Two arguments are given in [TW14] for the existence

of a 2N -dimensional moduli space of solutions to these equations. Firstly, the

linearisation of equations (5.2) and (5.3) and Gauss’s law is independent of

the impurity σ, so the usual index theorem [Wei79a] counting the number

of linearised deformations goes through unchanged. Secondly, the magnetic

impurities above can be shown to arise as the limit of vortices in product

gauge groups, and these systems can be realised as D-brane configurations.

The aim of this Section is to complement these arguments with some numerical

examples. We will obtain numerical solutions for the case where σ is an axially-

symmetric localised impurity of the form σ = ce−d(x2+y2), where c ∈ R and d ∈
R+. We will also give numerical evidence for the existence of a 1-vortex moduli

space and adapt the methods of Samols to calculate the metric numerically for

various impurities.

We can straightforwardly rewrite (5.2) and (5.3) as a modified version of

Taubes’ equation:

∇2f + 1 + σ − ef = 4π
N∑
r=1

δ2(z − zr). (5.4)

The function f has singularities, so for numerical work we solve for the function

Φ = f −
N∑
r=1

log |z − zr|2,
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so that (5.4) becomes

∇2Φ + 1 + σ −
N∏
r=1

|z − zr|2eΦ = 0, (5.5)

with boundary conditions

Φ ∼ −
N∑
r=1

log |z − zr|2 as |z| → ∞. (5.6)
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Figure 5.1: Higgs and gauge field profiles for vacua in the presence of impurities.

The first step is to solve for the vacuum. Plots of φ,Aθ are given in Fig. 5.1

for various values of c, d. For these plots we have chosen an axial gauge where

Ar = 0 and φ is real on the whole plane, which is only possible for these

vacuum solutions with zero asymptotic winding. The solutions were found

using an over-relaxation method on the interval [0, 5] by imposing the Neumann

boundary condition that Φ′(0) = 0 and the Dirichlet condition (5.6) at r = 5.

The solutions illustrate the important fact that the response of the fields to a

localised impurity is also localised. These plots also indicate that φ(0)→ 0 as

c→ −∞, while φ(0)→∞ as c→∞, and this seems to hold true over a much

greater range of values of c than those plotted here.
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Just as for impurity-free vortices, the energy density is defined to the static

part of the Lagrangian (5.1). Plots of the energy density and magnetic field

are shown in Fig. 5.2. Note that there is a range of values for which the energy

density is negative. In contrast to the standard abelian-Higgs system (2.1), the

integrand of the the potential energy functional for the system with magnetic

impurities is not a sum of total squares, so there is nothing to prevent this.

The plot of the magnetic field illustrates the general observation that reversing

the sign of the impurity appears to approximately reverse the sign of B.
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Figure 5.2: Energy densities and magnetic fields for vacua in the presence of
impurities.

To find 1-vortex solutions, we can numerically solve (5.5) with N = 1 by

over-relaxing from an initial configuration

Φ0 = log (µ(|z − z1|))2 − log |z − z1|2 + Φvac,

where we have approximated the 1-vortex profile by µ(r) = tanh(0.6r) and

Φvac is one of the vacuum impurity solutions found above. Some solutions

for σ(r) = ±e−r2 and z1 placed on the x-axis and varying by intervals of 0.5
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between −2.5 and 0 are plotted in Fig. 5.3. The fact that solutions appear to

exist wherever one puts the vortex zero provides evidence of a 1-vortex moduli

space. The energies of these solutions are within 1% of the Bogomolny bound,

giving a good check on the numerics. As one would expect, the solution looks

like a superposition of the vacuum solution and an ordinary 1-vortex when the

vortex zero is placed far from the impurity, but the vortex appears to ‘screen’

the impurity as it approaches the origin.
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Figure 5.3: Higgs fields for families of 1-vortices in the presence of two different
axial impurities.

5.1.1 Moduli space metrics

Samols’ formula (2.10) generalises easily to magnetic impurities. The only

difference is due to the fact the quantity dr defined in (2.9), which in the
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impurity-free case is −1/4, must be equal to −1
4
(1 + σ(zr)) to satisfy (5.5).

The rest of the derivation goes through as in the impurity-free case [Sam92],

and the general expression for the metric is:

ds2 = π
N∑

r,s=1

(
δrs(1 + σ(zr)) + 2

∂b̄s
∂zr

)
dzrdz̄s. (5.7)

Our numerical metrics will be for 1-vortices in the presence of axially symmetric

impurities. If z1 = ρeiθ is the position of the vortex zero, then by rotational

symmetry and the fact that the metric is Hermitian b1 must take the form

b1 = b(ρ)e−iθ, and the metric is

ds2 = π

(
1 + σ(ρ) + 2

∂b̄1

∂z1

)
dz1dz̄1

= π

(
1 + σ(ρ) +

1

ρ

d(ρb)

dρ

)(
dρ2 + ρ2dθ2

)
(5.8)

≡ πF 2(ρ)
(
dρ2 + ρ2dθ2

)
. (5.9)

For the 1-vortex, b1 = 2∂zΦ(z1), so b = ∂ρΦ(z1). Fig. 5.4 illustrates the results

of this for different impurities. It is straightforward to numerically calculate

geodesics for these metrics, and they show that in general a slow-moving vortex

is repelled from the impurity if c < 0, and attracted if c > 0.

We can obtain a more physical understanding of this behaviour using a

point particle approximation of both the vortex and the impurity. Just as for

impurity-free vortices [MS03], this gives analytic information about the moduli

space metric when the vortex is far from the impurity. Suppose we have either

an axial impurity on its own or a single vortex at the origin. Provided the

impurity decays sufficiently rapidly, then in either case (5.4) linearises at large

ρ to
d2f0

dρ2
+

1

ρ

df0

dρ
− f0 = 0, (5.10)

the modified Bessel equation of zeroth order, and this is independent of the

impurity. f0 must therefore have the asymptotic form

f0(ρ) ∼ q

π
K0(ρ)

for some constant q. The interpretation of this is that at large ρ, the vortex

or impurity can be thought of as a composite of a scalar monopole of charge

q and a magnetic dipole of moment q perpendicular to the plane. We shall
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therefore refer to q as the point charge of the vortex or impurity. Manton and

Speight used this point particle model to explicitly calculate the asymptotic

N -vortex moduli space metric [MS03].

For a 1-vortex, the point charge was first calculated numerically by Speight

[Spe97] to be −10.6, and later Tong gave a string theory argument suggesting

that the point charge is −2π8
1
4 [Ton02]. The point charges of impurities are

straightforward to calculate numerically, and the derivation of the asymptotic

1-vortex metric goes through in almost exactly the same way as the asymptotic

2-vortex metric in [MS03], giving

π

2

(
2− qq′

π2
K0(ρ)

)
(dρ2 + ρ2dθ2), (5.11)

where q, q′ are the point charges of the vortex and the impurity respectively.

The explicit form of (5.11) allows us to calculate exactly the difference

in volume between (5.8) and the metric on the impurity-free 1-vortex moduli

space πdz1dz̄1, which (5.8) approaches asymptotically. The exponential decay

of K0 as ρ→∞ and the form of (5.8) imply that b also decays exponentially,

and so one can easily calculate this difference in volume to be π
∫
σ d2x.
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Figure 5.4: Moduli space metric profiles for 1-vortices in the presence of various
impurities.

5.1.2 Delta-function impurities

It is natural to consider what happens in the limit where σ approaches a delta-

function. Unfortunately this introduces the square of a delta-function into the

Lagrangian (5.1), which is not defined. However, it does make sense to replace
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σ with a delta-function in (5.3), and we can consider this to be a limit of

impurities for which there is a Lagrangian description.
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Figure 5.5: a) Higgs field profiles for vacua converging to the 1-vortex profile
in the delta-function limit. b) Moduli space metric profiles for 1-vortices in
the presence of impurities converging to a shifted version of the impurity-free
2-vortex metric in the delta-function limit.

Suppose we replace σ by a delta-function of the form −4παδ(z) where

α ∈ N, and we look for solutions with winding number N . In this case (5.4)

becomes the impurity-free Taubes equation for N + α vortices with α vortices

constrained to lie at z = 0. This corresponds to applying the singular gauge

transformation φ → e−iαθφ to this (N + α)-vortex solution, so the winding

number of φ at infinity is still N . In a formal sense, we could solve (5.2)

and (5.3) by taking any (N + α)-vortex solution with a single vortex at the

origin and applying this singular gauge transformation, but if α > 1 numerical

investigations suggest that this does not correspond to the limit of solutions to

Bogomolny equations with finite impurities. Instead the correct moduli space

of solutions with winding number N is the submanifold of the impurity-free

(N + α)-vortex moduli space with α vortices fixed at the origin. Fig. 5.5 a)
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shows vacua with winding number zero converging to the 1-vortex solution in

the delta-function limit.

The global gauge transformation relating an N -vortex (φ,Ai) in the pres-

ence of an α-impurity to an impurity-free (N + α)-vortex (φ′, A′i) is the same

for every vortex, which means that the corresponding map between the moduli

space of N -vortices in the presence of an α-impurity and the moduli space of

(N +α)-vortices with α vortices constrained to lie at the origin is a diffeomor-

phism. Gauss’s law is unchanged by the impurity, so (δφ, δAi) = (δφ′, δA′i) and

using (2.8) we see that this diffeomorphism of moduli spaces is an isometry.

This implies that the metric on the moduli space of vortices in the presence

of delta-function impurities with α ∈ N is just the restriction of the usual

impurity-free vortex metric to the submanifold of solutions where α vortices

are fixed at the origin. As one would expect, the numerics suggest that the

moduli space metric for finite impurities converges to the metric on this sub-

manifold in the delta-function limit. In particular, the metric for a 1-vortex

moving in the presence of an impurity σ = −4πδ(z) should be related to the

impurity-free 2-vortex metric by a simple shift of coordinates. The impurity-

free metric for two vortices at positions z1 = Z +W and z2 = Z −W has the

form

ds2 = 2πdZdZ̄ + 2πF 2
2 (|W |) dWdW.

The submanifold defined by the constraint z2 = 0 therefore has metric

π

2

(
1 + F 2

2 (ρ/2)
)

(dρ2 + ρ2dθ2), (5.12)

where z1 = ρeiθ as before. Fig. 5.5 b) shows moduli space metrics for 1-vortices

in the presence of impurities converging to (5.12), as expected.

We can also find numerical solutions in the case where α is any positive

real number by solving

∇2Φ + 1− |z|α
N∏
r=1

|z − zr|2eΦ = 0

with the same boundary conditions as before. Near the origin the Higgs field

of the solution will vanish to order α, and the interpretation is that α vortices

are pinned at the origin. The next Section shows that we can find explicit

static solutions and 1-vortex metrics for all α > 0 if we move to a hyperbolic

space background.
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5.2 Hyperbolic vortices with delta-function

impurities

Just as for impurity-free vortices, it is straightforward to generalise (5.1) to

a spacetime of the form X × R, where X is an arbitrary Riemann surface.

Locally we choose isothermal coordinates so that the metric on X is of the

form ds2 = Ω(x1, x2)(dx2
1 + dx2

2) and the Bogomolny equations (5.2), (5.3)

become

D1φ+ iD2φ = 0 (5.13)

B − Ω

2
(1 + σ − |φ|2) = 0, (5.14)

and (5.4) generalises to

∇2f + Ω(1 + σ − ef ) = 4π
N∑
r=1

δ2(z − zr). (5.15)

As described in Chaper 2, the vortex equations are integrable if X is hyperbolic

space with constant curvature −1/2, which has metric

Ω(z, z̄) =
8

(1− |z|2)2
, (5.16)

where |z| < 1. If we make the substitution f = 2g + 2 log 1
2
(1 − |z|2), then

(5.15) becomes

∇2g +
1

2
Ωσ − e2g = 2π

N∑
r=1

δ2(z − zr). (5.17)

When σ = 0, this is Liouville’s equation with sources, whose solution is

g = − log
1

2

(
1− |h|2

)
+

1

2
log

∣∣∣∣dhdz
∣∣∣∣2 ,

where h(z) is an analytic function of the form

h(z) =
N+1∏
i=1

(
z − βi
1− β̄iz

)
. (5.18)
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The βi are complex numbers in the unit disc chosen so that dh
dz

vanishes at the

vortex positions zr. The corresponding Higgs and gauge fields are

φ =
1− |z|2

1− |h|2
dh

dz
and Az = −i ∂

∂z̄
log

(
1− |z|2

1− |h|2

)
where Az̄ = 1

2
(A1 + iA2).

If we choose σ(z) = −4παΩ(0)−1δ(z) for any α, then the equations (5.13)

and (5.14) can still be solved by a rational map ansatz of exactly the same

type which constrains α of the vortices to lie at the origin. We let

g = − log
1

2

(
1− |z|2(α+1)|k|2

)
+

1

2
log

∣∣∣∣zdkdz + (α + 1)k

∣∣∣∣2 − 1

2
log |z|2α, (5.19)

where we take k(z) =
∏N

i=1

(
z−βi
1−β̄iz

)
and choose the βi so that the N zeroes of

z dk
dz

+ (α + 1)h lie at the vortex positions zr. The corresponding fields are

φ = |z|α
(

1− |z|2

1− |z|2(α+1)|k|2

)(
(α + 1)k + z

dk

dz

)
and Az̄ = −i∂z̄ log φ. (5.20)

It turns out that just as in the impurity-free case, these solutions have a four-

dimensional interpretation [Har]. They can be thought of as multi-instantons

on H3 × S1, generalising 1-instanton solutions on the same space given in

[Har08].

The static solutions can be calculated explicitly when N = 1. In this case

we take

k(z) =
z − β
1− β̄z

,

where β is given by solving the quadratic equation obtained by setting the

numerator of the expression for φ in (5.20) to zero:

β = z1

(α + 1)(1 + |z1|2)−
√

(α + 1)2(1− |z1|2)2 + 4|z1|2
2α|z1|2

.

To calculate the 1-vortex moduli space metrics, one can use the straightforward

generalisation of Samols’ formula on a general background (2.13) to include

impurities:

ds2 = π
n∑

r,s=1

(
Ω(zr)δrs(1 + σ(zr)) + 2

∂b̄s
∂zr

)
dzrdz̄s. (5.21)
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For the 1-vortex, if we Taylor expand around the vortex position z1:

(α + 1)k + z
dk

dz
= k(1)(z − z1) +

k(2)

2!
(z − z1)2 + . . .

then it is straightforward to show that (5.21) becomes

ds2 = 4π
∂

∂z1

(
k

(2)

2k
(1)

)
dz1 dz̄1,

which can be calculated to be

ds2 = 4π
2 + 2|z1|2 +

√
(1 + α)2(1 + |z1|2)2 − 4α(2 + α)|z1|2

(1− |z1|2)2
√

(1 + α)2(1 + |z1|2)2 − 4α(2 + α)|z1|2
dz1dz̄1 (5.22)

≡ G(|z1|)
(1− |z1|2)2

dz1dz̄1.

As α → ∞, the factor G tends pointwise to the constant function 4π. The

limit α → ∞ corresponds to a fixed ‘bag’ of hyperbolic vortices at the origin

of the type considered in [Sut12]. The Higgs field is very close to zero inside

the bag, whose radius grows with α, and very close to 1 outside the bag. The

thickness of the bag’s surface depends only on the Higgs mass.

We can see this bag structure in the metric (5.22). The disc model coordi-

nate z1 is not convenient for analysing the large α limit, because it has finite

range. If we change coordinates |z1| = tanh(r/23/2), then the hyperbolic plane

metric (5.16) is

ds2 = dr2 + 2 sinh2(r/
√

2)dθ2

and r has infinite range. The radius of the bag is given approximately by

R =
√

2 log(2α). If we scale coordinates r′ = r/R to keep this radius at

the same position as α changes, then it is easy to check that as α → ∞,

G(tanh(Rr′/23/2)) tends pointwise to the step function

G∞(r′) =

4π if r′ < 1

12π if r′ > 1

This shows that a slow-moving vortex moves along the geodesics of hyperbolic

space both inside and outside the bag, but with effective inertial masses π/2

inside the bag and 3π/2 outside.
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5.3 Vortices on the 2-sphere with impurities

In this Section we adapt the results of Baptista and Manton on vortices on

the 2-sphere near the Bradlow limit [BM03] to the inclusion of delta-function

magnetic impurities. Since the background is a closed manifold, we think of

φ as a Section of a complex line bundle E → S2 ∼= CP1 equipped with a

Hermitian metric h. The bundle E → S2 can now have non-trivial topology

and we identify its first Chern class with the topological charge N . The gauge

potentials are local 1-form representatives of an h-compatible connection D on

E, and the magnetic field is identified with the curvature F ∈ Ω2(X,R) of D.

The Bogomolny equations can be written in covariant form as

D0,1φ = 0 (5.23)

F − 1

2
(1 + σ − |φ|2h)volX = 0 (5.24)

where the impurity σ is some smooth real-valued function on S2.

We will take the usual atlas on CP1 consisting of the two open sets U1 =

CP1\{[0, 1]} and U2 = CP1\{[1, 0]} and the charts ϕi : Ui → C with transition

function ϕ1 ◦ ϕ−1
2 (z) = 1/z. We will consider spheres of varying radius with

metric defined by gR = R2× (standard round sphere metric). The line bundle

π : E → S2 is defined by the transition functions gij : Ui ∩ Uj → U(1) where

g21 ◦ ϕ−1
2 (z) = (z/|z|)N , g12 = 1/g21, g11 = g22 = 1

It is straightforward to check that these transition functions satisfy the cocycle

conditions and that the corresponding bundle has degree N . If ψi : π−1(Ui)→
Ui×C are the associated trivialisations, then one can define a metric h by set-

ting |ψ−1
i (p, y)|2h = |y|2. This is the bundle and metric we shall take throughout

this Section.

The Bradlow bound (2.14) on the 2-sphere is modified by the presence of

an impurity to:

R2 +
1

4π

∫
σ volR ≥ N. (5.25)

Suppose we have a delta-function impurity σ defined by σ(φ1(z)) = −πα
R2 δ

2(z)

on U1 and σ(φ2(z)) = 0 on U2, so that
∫
σ volR = −4πα. We can explicitly

solve the Bogomolny equations at the Bradlow limit R2 = N+α for this choice

of impurity. The Higgs field must vanish everywhere if the bound is saturated,
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and one can check that the gauge potentials Ai ∈ Ω1(Ui,R) defined by

A1 = φ∗1A+
iα

2|z|2
(zdz − zdz)

A2 = φ∗2A,

where

A = −i N + α

2(1 + |z|2)
(z̄dz − zdz̄)

give a connection DN+α on E with FN+α = 1
2
(1 + σ)vol√N+α as required.

Now we move away from the Bradlow limit, taking R2 to be slightly greater

than N + α. We shall make similar assumptions to Baptista and Manton;

namely, D ≈ DN+α for these vortices, and φ satisfies the conditions:

1. D0,1
N+αφ = 0,

2.
∫
CP1

(
FN+α − 1

2
(1 + σ − |φ|2h)volR

)
= 0.

We shall work on the coordinate patch U1 and take a representative φ1 = φ◦ϕ−1
1

of φ. In these coordinates condition 1 becomes

∂φ1

∂z̄
= z

(
− α +N

2(1 + |z|2)
+

α

2|z|2

)
φ1,

which has general solution

φ1 =
f(z)|z|α

(1 + |z|2)(N+α)/2
,

where f is holomorphic on C. This must be extensible to a solution φ2 =

g12(z)φ1(1
z
) of condition 1 on U2, which forces f to be a polynomial in z of

degree N . If we write f(z) = a0z
N + a1z

N−1 + · · · + aN , then condition 2

becomes

4π(R2 −N − α) =

∫
CP1

|φ|2h volR =

∫
C

|φ1|2
2iR2

(1 + |z|2)2
dz ∧ dz̄ (5.26)

=
N∑
k=0

|ak|2
∫
C

|z|2(N−k+α)2iR2

(1 + |z|2)N+α+2
dz ∧ dz̄

(5.27)

= 4πR2

N∑
k=0

|ak|2
Γ(k + α + 1)(N − k)!

Γ(N + α + 2)

(5.28)
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Just as for impurity-free vortices, there is a bijection between the space of

solutions to conditions 1, 2 and S2N+1 given by

φ1 →
(

1− N + α

R2

)−1/2
(
. . . ,

(
Γ(N + α + 2)

Γ(k + α + 1)(N − k)!

)1/2

ak, . . .

)
0≤k≤N

(5.29)

The rest of the derivation of the moduli space metric in [BM03] goes through

unchanged; the only difference is the sphere identification (5.29). The fact

that we have fixed the gauge field means that the remaining gauge freedom is

multiplication of φ by a constant phase, so identifying gauge-equivalent points

in S2N+1 corresponds to the usual U(1)-principal bundle S2N+1 → CPN . The

geodesic approximation can be implemented in just the same way as in the

impurity-free case, and the metric on CPN is again the Fubini-Study metric.

In particular, the 1-vortex metric is

(2π −N − α)
1 + α

(1 + α + |z|2)2dzdz̄.

It is easy to see from this that the vortex is pushed away from the impurity

for α > 0, as one would expect from the results of the previous Sections. The

same effect is visible for higher charge vortices; Fig. 5.6 shows two vortices

scattering off the impurity for different values of α.

5.4 Summary

In this Chapter we investigated the effect of magnetic impurities on vortex

dynamics in various models. A natural extension of this work would be to

try to generalise to monopoles and instantons. Monopoles in the presence of

a point-like Dirac monopole have been investigated previously [CD09], and it

would be interesting to explore the connections between this system and the

delta-function singularities described in this Chapter.

The existence result for impurity-free vortices on compact surfaces is easier

than the corresponding result on flat space, and has been proved under quite

general conditions. Another promising future direction would be to try to

prove existence results for vortices on compact surfaces with impurities, and

to investigate the conditions on the impurity for solutions to exist.
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Figure 5.6: Geodesics corresponding to slow-motion scattering of two vortices
off a delta-function impurity at the south pole. The southern hemisphere has
been stereographically projected to the interior of the unit disc. The vortices
in a) have initial positions z1 = 1, z2 = −1, and velocities ż1 = −1 + 0.2i,
ż2 = 1 − 0.2i. The vortices in b) have initial positions z1 = 2, z2 = 2, and
velocities ż1 = 2, ż2 = 2.
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Conclusions and Outlook

We began this thesis with two introductory Chapters on monopoles and vor-

tices. The first Chapter discussed the difficulty of solving the Bogomolny equa-

tion for monopoles on flat space and finding associated holomorphic objects.

This motivated a change of background from Euclidean to hyperbolic space,

because hyperbolic monopoles are known to be equivalent to Euclidean instan-

tons if a discrete relationship exists between the Higgs mass and the curvature

of the background. In Chapter 2 we gave some basic results for BPS vortices,

setting the scene for the introduction of magnetic impurities in Chapter 5.

The main results of Chapter 3 were explicit formulae for the spectral curve

and rational map of a JNR-type monopole in terms of its free JNR data. We

used these to present the spectral curves and rational maps of some Platonic

hyperbolic monopoles as well as some interesting 1-parameter families resem-

bling scattering events. In Chapter 4 we derived explicit fields and ADHM

data for axial hyperbolic monopoles and deformed them to give symmetric 1-

parameter families generalising some of those given in Chapter 3. Finally, in

Chapter 5 we adapted previous work on BPS vortices to the introduction of

magnetic impurities of various kinds.

The work in this thesis raises some interesting questions which could pro-

vide the basis for future research. We observed that for the C3 symmetric

3-monopole family in Section (3.4.7) a hyperbolic monopole can be ‘centred’

in the sense of [MNS01] even if one monopole is on the boundary and the other

is not. It would be interesting to obtain a physical understanding of this phe-

nomenon. Another problem raised by the work in Chapter 3 is that we were

unable to perform the integral (3.62) to find the metric on the space of centred
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2-monopoles in a simple, closed form. A deeper knowledge of the geometric

properties of this metric might make the integral more tractable.

Even if we cannot calculate it explicitly, this integral may still yield inter-

esting information. For example, one could see if the integral simplifies in the

asymptotic regime where the monopoles are well-separated. One could then

try to adapt the derivation of the Gibbons-Manton metric for well-separated

monopoles [GM95] on Euclidean space to this hyperbolic case, and compare it

with the asymptotic metric defined by (3.62).

All the monopoles in Chapters 3 and 4 were constructed by imposing sym-

metry. The Nahm data for an interesting family of Euclidean monopoles with-

out symmetry was discovered by Ercolani and Sinha in [ES89]; the configura-

tion consists of N equidistant monopoles along a line. The original motivation

for deriving the axial hyperbolic monopole data (4.17) was to see if a simple

deformation of the data gives a hyperbolic version of the Ercolani-Sinha data.

Unfortunately we were not able to find such a deformation. It seems quite

possible that such monopoles could lie in the space of JNR-type monopoles,

but it is much harder to find these than the symmetric examples, because we

do not know the constraints on the spectral curve.

We concentrated on localised impurities in Chapter 5, but we could explore

the opposite extreme where the impurity is very spread out. The case where

σ is a constant greater than −1 just corresponds to a rescaling of the Higgs

field, but clearly the case of constant σ ≤ −1 is qualitatively different. It

might also be interesting to consider non-constant impurities which integrate

to zero, or non-axially symmetric impurities. Another interesting direction

might be to try to calculate the volume of the moduli space of vortices on the

2-sphere in the presence of impurities, since this is known to be possible in the

impurity-free case [MN99].



Appendix A

Standard form ADHM data from

the JNR ansatz

A.1 Proof of equation (3.8)

In this Section we will prove the formula (3.8), showing that the matrices V

and S defined by (3.9) and (3.10) respectively do perform the required change

of basis. In the next Section of this appendix we will show that S ∈ O(N + 1).

We will prove (3.8) using induction on N . The identity (3.8) can be written

as
N∑
j=1

N+1∑
i=1

SaiQijVjb = δa−1,b (A.1)

where

Q =



λ1 λ2 · · · λN

λ0

λ0

. . .

λ0


The N = 1 case is trivial. Suppose for induction that (A.1) holds at charge

N − 1, denoting the relevant matrices at this step by S ′, V ′. We can relate

S ′, V ′ to the corresponding matrices S, V at the N -th step by

S1b = S ′1bpN/pN−1 (A.2)

Sab = S ′ab (A.3)
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for 1 ≤ b ≤ N , 2 ≤ a ≤ N , and

Vab = V ′ab (A.4)

for 1 ≤ a, b ≤ N − 1.

We can write

N∑
j=1

N+1∑
i=1

SaiQijVjb =
N−1∑
j=1

N∑
i=1

SaiQijVjb +
N+1∑
i=1

SaiQiNVNb+

N∑
j=1

Sa,N+1QN+1,jVjb − Sa,N+1QN+1,NVNb (A.5)

Suppose first that a < N + 1 and b < N . Then by induction and the relations

(A.2)-(A.4), the first term in the right-hand side of (A.5) is equal to δa−1,b.

Also VNb = 0, so the second and fourth terms give zero, while the third term

is

N∑
j=1

Sa,N+1QN+1,jVjb = Sa,N+1QN+1,NVNb = 0

so we have shown that (A.1) is true for a < N + 1 and b < N . We now prove

(A.1) for the remaining possible values of a, b. We can write the sum (A.1) as

N∑
j=1

N+1∑
i=1

SaiQijVjb =
N∑
j=1

(
Sa1Q1jVjb +

N+1∑
i=2

SaiQijVjb

)

= Sa1

N∑
j=1

λjVjb +
N∑
j=1

N+1∑
i=2

Saiλ0δi−1,jVjb

= Sa1

N∑
j=1

λjVjb + λ0

N∑
j=1

Sa,j+1Vjb (A.6)

and then the first term can be calculated to be:

Sa1

N∑
j=1

λjVjb = λa−1pa−1pa−2

(
−

b−1∑
j=1

λ2
jλbpbpb−1 +

λbpb
pb−1

)

= λa−1λbpa−1pa−2pb

(
pb−1

(
λ2

0 −
1

p2
b−1

)
+

1

pb−1

)
= λ2

0λbλa−1pa−1pa−2pbpb−1 (A.7)
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We now examine the remaining cases in turn.

b = N , a = 1

The sum (A.6) now becomes

λ3
0λNp0p

2
NpN−1 + λ0

(
N−1∑
j=1

S1,j+1VjN + S1,N+1VNN

)
=

λ2
0λNp

2
NpN−1 +

N−1∑
j=1

λ2
jλNp

2
NpN−1 −

λNp
2
N

pN−1

(A.8)

since λ0p0 = 1. We can write this as

λ2
0λNp

2
NpN−1 + λNp

2
NpN−1

(
1

p2
N−1

− λ2
0

)
− λNp

2
N

pN−1

= 0

as required.

b = N , 1 < a ≤ N + 1

The second term in (A.6) is now

λ2
0

N∑
j=1

Vj,a−1VjN = λ2
0

a−2∑
j=1

Vj,a−1VjN + λ2
0Va−1,a−1Va−1,N (A.9)

At this point we must distinguish the cases a < N + 1, and a = N + 1. If

2 < a < N + 1, then (A.9) is

a−2∑
j=1

λ2
jλNλa−1pa−1pa−2pNpN−1 − λa−1λNpa−1pNpN−1/pa−2

= λa−1λNpa−1pa−2pNpN−1

(
1

p2
a−2

− λ2
0

)
− λa−1λNpa−1pNpN−1/pa−2

= −λ2
0λa−1pa−1pa−2λNpNpN−1 (A.10)

and if a = 2 < N + 1 then it is easy to check that (A.9) is still equal to (A.10).

(A.6) is the sum of (A.7) and (A.10), and this is equal to zero as required.
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Now suppose that a = N + 1. Then using (A.7) and (A.9) the sum (A.6)

becomes

N∑
j=1

N+1∑
i=1

SN+1,iQijVjN = λ2
0λ

2
Np

2
Np

2
N−1 +

N−1∑
j=1

λ2
jλ

2
Np

2
Np

2
N−1 + p2

N/p
2
N−1

= λ2
0λ

2
Np

2
Np

2
N−1 + p2

Nλ
2
Np

2
N−1

(
1

p2
N−1

− λ2
0

)
+

p2
N

p2
N−1

= p2
N

(
λ2
N +

1

p2
N−1

)
= 1 (A.11)

as required.

a = N + 1, b < N

Using (A.7), we can write the sum as

N∑
j=1

N+1∑
i=1

SN+1,iQijVjb = SN+1,1

N∑
j=1

λjVjb + λ0

N∑
j=1

SN+1,j+1Vjb (A.12)

= λ2
0λbλNpNpN−1pbpb−1 + λ2

0

N∑
j=1

Vj,NVjb (A.13)

The second term in (A.12) is the same as (A.9) with b = a− 1 < N , so using

(A.10) the sum (A.12) is equal to 0, as required.

A.2 Proof that S is orthogonal

To show that S ∈ O(N + 1), we will use induction and the fact that a matrix

is orthogonal if its rows are orthonormal.

The N = 1 step is trivial. Suppose for the induction step that S ′ ∈ O(N).

Then, since Sa,N+1 = 0 for 2 ≤ a ≤ N ,

N+1∑
j=1

SajSbj = δab (A.14)

for 2 ≤ a, b ≤ N . Also, for 2 ≤ b ≤ N ,

N+1∑
j=1

S1jSbj =
pN
pN−1

N∑
j=1

S ′1jS
′
bj + S1,N+1Sb,N+1 = 0
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and

N+1∑
j=1

S2
1j =

p2
N

p2
N−1

N∑
j=1

(S ′1j)
2 + S2

1,N+1

=
p2
N

p2
N−1

+ λ2
Np

2
N

= 1

by (A.2) and induction. The only thing left to prove is that

N+1∑
j=1

SN+1,jSbj = δN+1,b

for 1 ≤ b ≤ N + 1. We distinguish the cases b = 1, 1 < b < N + 1 and

b = N + 1.

b = 1

We have

N+1∑
j=1

SN+1,jS1j = SN+1,1S11 +
N+1∑
j=2

SN+1,jS1j

= λ2
0λNp

2
NpN−1 +

N−1∑
j=1

λ2
jλNp

2
NpN−1 −

λNp
2
N

pN−1

= λ2
0λNp

2
NpN−1 + λNp

2
NpN−1

(
1

p2
N−1

− λ2
0

)
− λNp

2
N

pN−1

= 0

1 < b < N + 1

N+1∑
j=1

SN+1,jSbj = SN+1,1Sb1 +
N+1∑
j=2

SN+1,jSbj

= λ2
0λNλb−1pNpN−1pb−1pb−2 + λ2

0

N∑
j=1

Vj,NVj,b−1

= 0
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using the expression (A.10) we derived in the previous Section for the second

term in (A.15).

b = N + 1

N+1∑
j=1

S2
N+1,j = S2

N+1,1 +
N+1∑
j=2

S2
N+1,j (A.15)

= (λ0λNpNpN−1)2 + λ2
0

N∑
j=1

V 2
jN (A.16)

At this point we can see that (A.16) is the same as (A.11), which we calculated

to be 1.
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